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Glossary 

 
AMQP  Advanced Message Queue Protocol 

API  Application Programming Interface   

CLI  Command-Line Interface 

CPU  Central Processing Unit 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

Hosting Device Physical device or VM that stores resources 

HTTP  Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

IaaS  Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

IP  Internet Protocol 

Json  JavaScript Object Notation 

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration, agency of United 

States government  

MAC  Media Access Control 

OpenStack  Open-source software cloud computing platform 

PaaS  Platform-as-a-Service 

Python  High-level programming language 

RabbitMQ Is open source message broker software that implements the AMQP 

RAM  Random-access memory 

Ref-filter  Filter in Nova that refers to Neutron 

REST Representational state transfers, a way of create, read or delete 

information based on HTTP   

Router  Device that forwards data packets between network devices 

RPC  Remote Procedure Call 

RPC.call  Remote Procedure Call that expects something to be returned 

RPC.cast  Remote Procedure Call that expects nothing to be returned 

SaaS  Software-as-a-Service 

SLA  Service Level Agreement   

SOA  Service Oriented Architecture 

Switch  Device to build network connection between attached computers 

Unitest  Software test to test your code 

VLAN  Virtual Local Area Network 

VM  Virtual Machine 
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Abstract 

 
The opportunity of vitalizing recourses is becoming increasingly attractive, and traditional 

machine virtualization is no longer the only thing in mind. Today, virtualization also concerns 

resources such as firewalls, routers and switches. For this to be possible and successful, a flexible 

and evolutionary scheduler is necessary. The focus of this thesis project has been to explore and 

develop a generic cross-service scheduler between the computing service Nova and networking 

service Neutron. We have designed a generic foundation for a scheduler and the aim in the future 

is to use this solution for other services in OpenStack such as volume, storage and image. Our 

starting point was the filter scheduler in Nova, which originally is designed for scheduling virtual 

machines (VMs) rather than scheduling network resources. A unique cross-service scheduler 

between Nova and Neutron is implemented and discussed in this paper.  

This thesis presents the design, implementation and functional verification of the Neutron 

scheduler and cross-service communication. The cross-service scheduling is designed so that 

Nova and Neutron are loosely coupled. By loosely coupled we mean that Nova and Neutron are 

as independent of each other as possible.  

The report concludes with a discussion about the project process and implementation process, 

and the how the solution can be developed further e.g. by implementing CLI commands for 

increasing the functionality of filter chains.  
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Sammanfattning 

 
Möjligheten att skapa virtuella resurser har blivit är allt mer attraktivt, det handlar inte längre 

bara om att virtuella maskiner utan även andra resurser som brandväggar, routrar och switchar 

som ska bli virtuella. För att detta ska vara möjligt krävs en flexibel och utvecklingsbar 

schemaläggare för placering av virtuella resurser i fysiska maskiner. Fokuset i detta arbete har 

lagts på att undersöka och utveckla en generisk kommunikation mellan Nova och Neutron. Syftet 

är att denna lösning ska kunna anpassas till flera tjänster inom OpenStack. Vi valde att utveckla 

en schemaläggare baserat på filter i Neutron där inspiration tagits från Nova. Schemaläggaren 

som är baserad på filter fanns implementerad från början i Nova, vars uppgift är att schemalägga 

virtuella maskiner i fysiska maskiner. Syftet med detta examensarbete var att skapa en 

schemaläggare för nätverksresurser t.ex. routrar, switch, brandväggar etc.  

Examensarbetet presenterar designen, implementationen samt utvärdering av den unika Neutron 

schemaläggaren och korstjänstekommunikation mellan Nova och Neutron. Vi har implementerat 

en generisk design i Neutron som gör det möjligt för användare att skapa sina egna filter med 

nya unika filteregenskaper. Korstjänstekommunikation mellan Nova och Neutron gör 

komponenterna oberoende av varandra, och skapar en flexibel och utvecklingsbar arkitektur.   

Rapporten avslutas med en diskussion om arbetets gång samt hur arbetet kan vidareutvecklas 

bl.a. genom att inkludera flera tjänster och implementera CLI kommando för att utveckla 

flexibiliteten hos filterkedjor.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

     Remote access, always online, the Internet of Things and the cloud are all among the hottest 

IT topics at the moment. The planet is moving more and more towards a connected world. The 

Internet has become a necessity. Cloud computing that is the building block in this thesis project, 

could arguably be considered the biggest IT move for the next couple of years. Cloud computing 

that is further described in Chapter 2, is the concept of remotely accessing, storing and managing 

computers, servers and services over a network, most likely the Internet. The idea is to have 

otherwise locally placed hardware some other place, yet is accessed and configured as if it was 

next to you in your ownership. In most cases the users are renting the hardware. 

OpenStack[1] is a cloud infrastructure platform. Simply speaking, it is a platform, a software-

based solution that allows enterprises and organizations to offer hardware infrastructures over a 

cloud. It is an open source platform supported by many IT giants including Cisco, HP, IBM and 

Intel. Due to the sudden and significant increase in demand and movement of cloud environments 

are getting more complex. This results in a higher need of control of the underlying physical 

infrastructure. An important part of controlling such tremendous environments is scheduling 

virtual resources. In this thesis project a networking scheduler is to be implemented for the 

OpenStack platform to be used with Cisco hardware.  

 

1.1 Motivation 
    OpenStack consists of components such as computing services, networking services and 

storage services. In OpenStack these services are named Nova, Neutron, and Cinder respectively. 

They provide logical resources that can be created on-demand by cloud users via HTTP 

commands. Examples of such logical resources are virtual machines (VM), networks, routers and 

firewalls. Under the cover, the logical resources are implemented and materialized by the 

platform using servers, VMs, virtual and physical network devices and storage devices. Each 

infrastructure service typically includes a resource management function and a scheduler 

whereby the logical resources can be mapped to the underlying physical resources that host them. 

As cloud computing and OpenStack become more complex, resource management becomes 

more of a critical task. This is specifically true for OpenStack as each service is independent 

which in turn further complicates united management. For larger enterprises and the increased 

mitigation to cloud storage and computing, resource scheduling becomes an important matter. 

This is especially the case for users that require instant resource adaption to meet demand, i.e. a 

web host with a sudden burst in network traffic. OpenStack in its current state has only a basic 

resource scheduler in the networking service Neutron. However this scheduler is too simple for 

optimal and flexible scheduling. Also no rescheduling is available in the native build of 

OpenStack.  
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A more complex and extensible scheduler is needed to meet future needs and allow for better 

utilization of the physical resources to increase performance, decrease cost and energy 

consumption. 

 

1.2 Problem Area 
    The specific problem being addressed in this thesis is that there is no efficient resource 

scheduler in the network service, Neutron, as of today. The instantiation of a logical resource 

may require resource management and schedulers in multiple infrastructure services. For 

instance, for a VM to serve as a logical router it may require information from both the 

networking service and the computing service to be correctly scheduled. If these schedulers 

execute their tasks independently or in non-collaborative way utilization may be poor or 

performance requirements may not be fulfilled. 

One way to solve this is to use a common scheduler for several services. However, that creates a 

rather tight coupling between the involved services. This can increase inter-service control traffic 

and require detailed state sharing. It also complicates evolution of the services as separate teams 

develop them. Another alternative is to use a hierarchy of schedulers but that approach also has 

its complications. To do a good job the scheduler that sits on top will require fairly detailed 

knowledge of the services below. In addition, the task it can perform tends to be more 

orchestration than joint, service-spanning scheduling. This is because the scheduler on top easily 

ends up being a serialized invocation of the service specific schedulers. The solution is to create 

a method with configurable scheduling workflow that supports collaborative scheduling across 

services, preferably with low inter-service coupling. 

Schedulers meeting the above requirements cannot fulfill their tasks without proper knowledge 

of the topology of the devices that comprise the cloud infrastructure. There exists a plethora of 

discovery protocols and tools (proprietary and open source) for physical topologies. However 

the physical devices may be divided into virtual devices, in which case the topology should span 

over the physical and virtual entities. The design needs a topology builder that is able to build 

such a topology.  

 

1.3 Thesis Objectives 
    The goal of this thesis is to explore and investigate different solutions for cloud network 

service scheduling. The solution has to contribute towards a generic solution to the cloud 

management problem. We believe that a cloud management system have to be flexible to support 

a wide range of scheduling requirements defined by the provider. 

The communications between Nova and Neutron have to be loosely coupled. Nova and Neutron 

have to communicate through a queue to make them independent of each other. Our goal is to 

create and explore a method with a configurable scheduling workflow that support collaborative 

scheduling across services, preferably with low inter-service coupling.  

We will also take advantage of using a topology builder. The goal with the topology builder is to 

get an overview of the network spanning logical and virtual devices.  
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1.4 Thesis Project Plan 
    The project started with a literature study as well as an investigation of the OpenStack 

environment running on Ubuntu machines. The literature study covers the area of cloud 

computing with a focus on the services Neutron and Nova in OpenStack. Nova contains a 

resource scheduler designed with filters and weights. A deep understanding of the Nova 

scheduler’s source code written in Python is necessary since it will give relevant information for 

building a scheduler in Neutron. The scheduler in Nova and Neutron should also cooperate, 

which increases the necessity of understanding the scheduler in Nova.  

 

OpenStack is a big and complex environment and there are a lot of things to understand and keep 

in mind. We decided to break down the problem into smaller pieces and create a road map for 

how to solve the problem. Each smaller problem in the road map should contain a priority number 

and a time limit to ensure that we will manage to solve the problems. Investigating and evaluating 

different solutions for the problems comes afterwards. A Gantt scheme in appendix A.1.1 shows 

the project plan.  

 

To make the process as efficient as possible we divided the responsibilities of the project. Elin is 

responsible for the theoretical understanding. That includes understanding the theoretical parts 

that are necessary for the implementation, for example the communication between Nova and 

Neutron and how it works in theory as well as evaluating the proposed and final designs.  Abdel 

is responsible for the implementation. He takes the final decisions in implementation and ensures 

high quality of the end product. The reason for this was that we wanted to leverage our strengths 

to the max and help each other with our weaknesses and evolve from that. This will give us 

structure during the project. Structure was very important for us during the whole process, since 

things always change in OpenStack and this was a way of getting control. 

 

After four weeks of literature study, the idea is that we will discuss different solutions to the 

problem. Then follow up the ideas with our supervisors at Cisco. Depending on the result from 

the meeting with the supervisors, there are two weeks before the implementation starts. The plan 

for those two weeks is to finalize the solution in theory and prepare the development 

environment.  

 

1.4.1 Methodology 
    For the implementation our supervisors recommended pair programming. Pair programming 

is a method of programming in which two people work together on one keyboard. More about 

the pair programming process can be found in section 6.2.2. With Elin´s theoretical 

understanding and Abdel’s experience and knowledge in programming, the goal with pair 

programming is to reduce bugs and get better code sharing knowledge.  

 

 The plan is to use unitests for verifying the code. The OpenStack uses unitests to evaluate the 

code, and the idea is that we also will use it to evaluate ours. The purpose with unitest is to test 

individual units of source code. In most cases tests are written before and during development. 

 

1.5 Thesis Contribution 
    This thesis contributes towards better resource management in networking of the OpenStack 

platform. It does so by providing a network resource scheduler. A network resource could be a 

router, switch or a firewall. The specific contributions are:  
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 Investigation of different scheduling designs and evaluates the one that fits the 

requirements.  

 Design of an inter-service scheduling method.   

 Implementation of a networking scheduler. 

 Implementation of an inter-service scheduling scheme. 

 Functional verification of the source code. 

 Evaluation of the scheduling design and implementation.  

 Modification of an existing topology builder that manages the overview of the network. 

 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
    The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives background 

information about cloud computing and in-depth information about OpenStack. It will end with 

a discussion about the ethical, environmental and social aspects with cloud computing. Chapter 

3Chapter 3 examines in-depth how the current schedulers in Nova and Neutron works. The 

information about the Nova scheduler is necessary for the development of the Neutron scheduler. 

Our supervisors at Cisco developed the current scheduler in Neutron, which is based on slots. 

Chapter 4 describes other scheduling algorithms that are used by other open source platforms. 

Finally, the chapter discusses alternative solutions. Chapter 5 presents details on the design and 

implementation. The last chapter in the report contains the evaluation of implementing design, 

result and discusses the project and implementation processes and ends with future work.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Cloud Computing & OpenStack 
 

    This chapter provides the necessary background needed to give both context and deep 

understanding of the main content in this thesis. The main focus of this work was about 

OpenStack, which is a cloud computing platform for controlling large pools of computing, 

storage and networking resources. This chapter start with a brief description about cloud 

computing. The chapter will then give a detailed description of OpenStack starting with the 

history and continue onto the architecture. 

 

2.1 Cloud Computing 
    Cloud computing offers an attractive environment for customers and enterprises to develop 

platforms, virtualized infrastructures and application services. The environments usually contain 

a large number of computers connected through a real-time communication network. The service 

providers who own and operate the cloud and the cloud customers are the main stakeholders for 

cloud services. Vaquero et al. proposed the following cloud definition[2]: 

  

“Clouds are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized   

resources (such as hardware, development platforms and/or services).  

These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable  

load (scale), allowing also for optimum resource utilization. This pool of  

resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which  

guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by means of  

customized SLAs.”  

 

Kalapatapu et al. had another way of defining cloud computing as[3]:  

 

“A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released 

with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. “ 

 

Loosely speaking, cloud computing provides a technology to give stakeholders the ability to 

access, work on, share, and to store information using the Internet. It is common to use clouds in 

data centers, where each cloud contains thousands of computers working together. The cloud 

provides users with remote access to powerful services. Figure 1 shows the key characteristics 

of cloud computing, referred to as the Cloud. 
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Figure 1: The characteristics of Cloud Computing [3]. 

 

All the seven circles are characteristics for the definition of cloud computing. All of them are 

required for the best performance for the users. In cloud computing the resources are virtualized 

into a physical machine. The VM is responsible for holding different applications that can be 

executed on the VM.  It is also possible to virtualize at the platform level, which makes it possible 

to map applications between different cloud-infrastructure providers. The architecture of a cloud 

is Service-Oriented, which makes it possible to access the resources remotely. All the resources 

will be accessed as a service whether it is software, platform or infrastructure. The resources are 

elastic, which means that they can be changed depending on the Quality of Service (QoS) 

requirements. It is important that the resources fulfill the requirements by the customer and that 

is why it is important that they are dynamic and distributed to enable the delivery of high-

performance and reliable cloud services.  Clouds have a shared infrastructure where customers 

lease a place on a physical machine. The customers have no control over where the resources are 

placed and with whom it shares space with. The customers pay for services on a pay-as-you-go 

basis. This means that the customer pays for the QoS requirements they demand. The customer 

usually buys a model from providers e.g. Amazon. This model includes information about the 

clouds dimension and depending on the use of the services the company can charge for the cloud 

service. Because cloud service is something the customer’s pay for, and it is important that it 

works as it is supposed to and in case of failure the cloud should have an autonomic behavior, 

hence the cloud manages failures automatically if they occur. 

  

2.1.1 History 
    The development of the cloud started in the middle of the 19th century, when large-scale 

mainframes were made available to schools and corporations. They placed all the hardware 

together in a room that sooner got to be called server room. The users were able to access the 

mainframe via a dumb terminal. In 1970, IBM took the 1950s application of shared access of a 

mainframe to the next level by the release of the operating system called VM. VM allows admins 

on their System/370 mainframe systems to have multiple virtual systems or VMs on a single 
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physical node. Every VM could run customer operating systems or guest operating systems that 

had their own memory and CPU. In the 1990s, telecommunication companies were able to 

provide users with shared access to the same physical infrastructure instead of expanding the 

physical infrastructures to allow more users to have their own connections. This was a 

breakthrough. It allowed companies to shift necessary traffic for better network balance and more 

control over bandwidth usage. This was in the beginning of the Internet era and the next step was 

to take virtualization online. 
 

In the early stages of cloud computing the hardware was very expensive, the buyers were usually 

research centers. When more and more people expressed demand to get online the solution was 

virtualization. Servers were virtualized into shared hosting environments.   

 

With the architecture illustrated in figure 2, more and more users were able to afford to purchase 

their own dedicated servers.  The market shifted thinking around this problem, from “these 

servers are expensive, lets split them up” to “these servers are cheap, let's figure out how to 

combine them” [4]. In this cloud computing environment, it became easy to add resources to the 

cloud. Scaling the cloud means adding another server to the racket and configures it to become 

a part of a bigger system. 

 

 
Figure 2: Cloud computing architecture. 

 

 

 

2.1.2 Cloud computing models 
    The cloud computing service model showed in figure 3 makes the cloud environment 

adaptable for companies and organizations. They can choose when, where and how they will use 
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cloud computing. This section will explain the three different service models: Software as a 

Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The three 

models build up cloud computing services in a service-oriented architecture (SOA). 

 

 

 

1. Software as a Service (SaaS) is responsible for providing the integrated software from 

the providers. Google, Twitter and Facebook are all Cloud Service Provider (CSP). These 

providers work close to the users and provide them with remote access to services. The 

SaaS makes it possible to create, store, and access documents, images, calendars and 

other materials from any computer[5].  

 

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) acts as a bridge between the physical resources and the 

service the user requires. Application developers provide a software platform and the 

application-programming interface (APIs) where user can execute the required software 

components.  It is possible for the developers to develop their own applications on the 

platform. The user applications can then be used together with the services that IaaS 

provides, such as storage. The user does not have to be concerned about availability or 

scalability because of the increasing utilization of the hosted applications. Some of the 

most prominent examples of PaaS clouds are, Google AppEngine[6], Aneka[7], and 

Microsoft Azure[8]. The essential characteristics that identify PaaS is stated in [9], and 

includes: 

 

 Runtime framework: this is the software aspect of the PaaS, and this aspect is 

usually the first that comes to mind for most people. This PaaS framework 

executes the end-user code according to the policies at the service layer that is set 

by the user and service provider.  

 Abstraction: PaaS cloud providers offers a way to deploy and manage 

applications on the Cloud. The solutions are distinguished by the higher-level 

abstraction that PaaS provides.  

 Automation: The PaaS environment automates the process of deploying 

applications to infrastructure, configure application components, provisioning 

and configuring supporting technology. It could be technologies such as load 

SaaS  

End users 

PaaS 

Application developers 

 IaaS 

Network architectures 

Figure 3: Service Oriented Architecture in cloud computing. 
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balancing and databases, as well as managing system changes based on policies 

set by the user.  

 Cloud Services: Cloud services simplify the job of delivering elastically scalable, 

highly available Cloud applications for developers and architects by providing 

services and APIs. The PaaS platform contains components for developing 

applications, advanced services for applications monitoring, management, and 

reporting. One of the important advantages with PaaS is the cost saving in 

development, deployment, and management cycle of new applications. If 

underlying platforms are upgraded the PaaS providers reduces the risk in terms of 

the upgrading costs and allows the users of the Cloud to focus on the development 

of applications.   

 

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a way of delivering Cloud Computing infrastructure 

and consists of VMs or physical machines. It provides services like storage, networking 

and operating systems as an on-demand service. The purpose is for the client to buy a 

service that is outsourced on-demand, rather than purchasing servers, software, and data 

center space or network equipment. Users access the virtual resources over the network 

according to their requirements. IaaS providers provide a possibility to rent space in a 

virtual data center. They access the virtual data center through the Internet, and the users 

only pay for the resources they consume [10]. OpenStack is an IaaS.  

 

IaaS has an important role when it comes to virtualization in data centers by abstracting 

computing, networking, and storage services as a platform. The purpose is to take the 

traditionally data centers and turn them into a cloud architecture by virtualization. To 

deliver a flexible, secure and isolated multitenant environment.  

The cloud operating system is built up with drivers, core components and high-level tools. 

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the cloud operating system.  
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The drivers include hypervisor, network, storage, and information drivers. The 

components in the core include the VM Manager, Network Manager, Storage Manager, 

Image Manager and Information Manager[11].  

The VM Manager is responsible for handling the VMs, and to make the architecture scale 

both horizontally and vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding a VM if needed and 

vertical scaling means resize a VM to satisfy the changes in workload.  An important task 

for the VM Manager is to manage a VMs life cycle and perform actions on it, as well as 

detect if a VM crashed and automatically restart the VM in case of failure.  To be able to 

perform different actions on a VM, the VM Manager relies on the hypervisor drivers, 

which exposes the basic functionality for underlying hypervisors.  

 

The Network Manager is responsible for connecting the internal services and the IP 

address pools and connects the front-end service components to the Internet. The 

Network Manager uses network drivers to provision virtual networks over the physical 
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network infrastructure. Different virtual networks can share a common physical link and 

the Network Manager is responsible for delegating unique MAC and IP addresses to 

avoid address-overlapping. The virtual resources need to have a Storage Manager that is 

responsible for the size of the VM to fulfill the needs of the services. It is important that 

the services are highly available and reliable. This is achieved by the Storage Manager 

who relies on the existing storage drivers, which includes a layer of abstraction between 

users or services and physical storage. Also to enable the creation of a storage resource 

pool where storage devices appear as one, allowing data to be moved freely among 

devices[11].  

 

Image Manager is responsible for having control over the different images that belongs 

to diverse users. A VM image is defined by attributes: image name, image description, 

what VM the image is located in, the owner of the image and if the image is public, 

private or shared. The Image Manager provides functionalities for changing images, 

deleting, cloning an image from an existing one or adding an image.  

 

In a datacenter there can be hundred physical machines and in each physical machine 

there can be many VMs. To monitor the health of each VM there is an Information 

Manager that collects state information through the information driver of each VM. The 

information drivers collect information both from virtual and physical resources and the 

information regards usually CPU load, disk usage, memory usage, running processes, 

power consumption and bandwidth consumption[11].  

 

There is a scheduling process in the IaaS layer. The scheduling function takes place at the 

physical host level and at the cloud level.  The hypervisor scheduler manages scheduling 

on the physical layer and it’s responsible for deciding when VMs can obtain CPU and 

memory, and which CPUs are assigned to each VM. The cloud scheduler is responsible 

for deciding which physical machine to place a VM. Cloud scheduler decides where to 

place the VM based on specific criteria e.g. CPU balance, server consolidation, workload 

or thermal balance. The scheduler is used every time a new VM is waiting to be deployed 

and periodically to relocate VMs if necessary. It’s also possible for the user to specify 

scheduling requirements, such as type of hypervisor, operating system, amount of CPU, 

memory and so on. More about different scheduling criteria is discussed in section 4.1. 

 

In cloud computing there are different deployment models: public clouds, private clouds, 

community clouds and hybrid clouds. Each of these models represents a cloud environment, 

primarily distinguished by ownership, size, and access.  

 Public cloud is a cloud environment owned by a third-party[12]. With public clouds the 

services are available to anyone on the Internet. The most common public cloud providers 

are Amazon Web Services, Google AppEngine, and Microsoft Azure[13].  The pool of 

resources is very large and the cloud services and cloud resources are produced from 

them, and all end users share them. A big part of the infrastructure is used for monitor the 

cloud resources. Each user of the public cloud pays according to their contract. To know 

how much resources a user consumes the infrastructure saves a complete history of the 

users usage [13].  

 

 Private cloud is owned by a single organization, and technically the organization is both 

the cloud consumer and cloud provider. The infrastructure offers grate control and 

security. The private cloud is usually used where the data is confidential, such as in health 

care. Health care data cannot be stored in public cloud, thus, the data integrity will not be 
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secured. The major advantage of these systems is that the enterprise retains full control 

over corporate data, security guideline and system performance. 

 

 Community cloud has the organizations with similar requirement share the cloud 

infrastructure. The requirements may be related to performance requirements, such as 

hosting applications that require for example a quick response time. Community clouds 

are usually designed for organizations working with shared projects, applications, or 

research that needs a central cloud computing facility for building, managing and 

executing such services.  

 

 Hybrid cloud is when the user uses resources from both private and public clouds, and it 

creates a hybrid between them. The hybrid cloud will have some resources that the user 

manages by them and some resources that a third party is responsible for. 

 

  

2.2 OpenStack 
    OpenStack is a popular open platform for open source development. Most commonly used in 

data centers because of the flexible and scalable properties it offers. OpenStack is flexible 

because it is built up by individual components, where each component is organized into a 

separate project. Each software component in OpenStack has necessary functions needed to build 

an IaaS cloud. The different services that OpenStack components offer are reachable through 

API-requests exposed as RESTful web services [14]. OpenStack is an open source platform, 

which means that any company or individual have the opportunity to contribute with solutions 

programmed in Python.  

 

2.2.1 History 
    Everything started in June 2010 [15] as a collaboration between NASA and Rackspace. 

Already in July the same year, OpenStack was launched with more than 25 partners. The 

expansion of OpenStack increased significantly. In October the first release Austin was presented 

at which point OpenStack had over 35 partners. OpenStack had its first Design Summit in San 

Antonio in November the same year. 

 

In the first release they only had developed two components, Nova and Swift. But it did not take 

long before the second release was presented. All the different releases and their dates and 

components are shown in Table 1.  The second release Bexar was revolutionary as OpenStack 

now had support for enterprise private cloud deployments and mid-size service provider 

deployments. Two month later OpenStack Compute was ready to be used by larger service 

providers and had scale functionalities. The main purpose of developing OpenStack was to give 

organizations a platform that allowed them to offer cloud as a service running on standard 

hardware to customers.  

 

The OpenStack community works in a six-month cycle with a release by the end of each cycle. 

To plan every new release the OpenStack community has an OpenStack Design Summit where 

the next OpenStack release is discussed so the developers work in the same direction.  
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Table 1: OpenStack releases [16]. 

REALESE 

NAME 

REALISE DATE SERVICES 

Austin 21October 2010 Nova, Swift 

Bexar 3 February 2011 Nova, Glance, Swift 

Cactus 15 April 2011 Nova, Glance, Swift 

Diablo 22 September 2011 Nova, Glance, Swift 

Essex 5 April 2012 Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Keystone 

Folsom 27 September 2012 Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Keystone, Quantum, 

Cinder 

Grizzly 4 April 2013 Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Keystone, Quantum, 

Cinder 

Havana 17 October 2013 Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Keystone, Neutron, 

Cinder 

Icehouse April 2014 Nova, Glance, Swift, Horizon, Keystone, Neutron 

 

2.2.2 Architecture 
     Figure 5 shows a version of the architecture and how the different standalone services 

communicate with each other. This section will briefly describe the different services and in 

detail clarify the Network service.  

Figure 5: OpenStack architecture. 
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1. Dashboard (Horizon) allows the user to manage instances and related resources. 

Dashboard is a web-based graphical interface where users specify their needs for the 

virtual machine by communicating through OpenStack API. 

 

 

 

2. Identity (Keystone) has the role in OpenStack to provide security for users; users can be 

a person, a system or a service that uses OpenStack. Keystone is an OpenStack project 

that provides security services. Keystone provides token-based authentication and high-

level authorization. Token-authentication allows the user to enter their username and 

password in order to obtain a token that allows them to fetch a specific resource. The 

token offers access to a specific resource for a time period. 

 

3. Image Service (Glance) provides services for discovering, registering, and retrieving 

virtual machine images. Glance stores images that can be used as a template. Image 

Service API provides a standard REST interface used for queuing information about disk 

images and lets clients stream the image to new servers.  

 

4. Compute (Nova) is the control service in the OpenStack architecture. Nova controls the 

Infrastructure-as-a-Service and allows users to access services in the cloud, i.e. networks. 

Nova itself is only responsible for the drivers that communicates with the underlying 

virtual machines, and offers different functionalities over a web-based API. The abstract 

drivers make it possible for the user to choose which hypervisor to use for the Nova 

deployment. All the drivers have different functionalities, and they do not all support the 

same features. 

 

Nova is a complex service, thus it communicates with several different services. It uses 

Keystone for authentication, Horizon for web-interface communication through web-

based API and Glance to supply its images. Nova’s architecture is designed to support 

different users in form of tenants on a shared system, where each tenants have role-based 

access assignments. The role-based access assignments are necessary to control the 

Figure 6: Illustration of the dashboard in OpenStack [16]. 
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actions the users are allowed to perform. Each tenant can be seen as individual boxes with 

its own preferences, with individual VLAN, volumes, instances, images, keys and 

users[17].  

 

Tenants need to have quota control, to limit the: 

 Number of volumes that need to be launched. 

 Number of processor cores and the amount of RAM that can be allocated. 

 Floating IP addresses assigned to any instance when is launches. This 

allows instances to have the same publicly accessible IP address.  

 Fixed IP addresses assigned to the same instance when it launches. This 

allows instances to have the same publicly and privately accessible IP 

address.  

 

5. Object Storage (Swift) provides a distributed scalable architecture with no central point 

of control. Swift contains cluster of servers to store large amount of data. Every time a 

new node is added, the cluster scales horizontally and in case of a node failure OpenStack 

works by moving content to other active nodes. OpenStack uses software logic to ensure 

data is distributed between different devices.  

 

6. Block Storage (Cinder) is an extraction of Nova-volume. In the beginning it belonged to 

Nova. To make things simpler, developers made an individual component to have more 

focus on block storage. Cinder’s features are to create more volume for images, improve 

API response data and NFS files as Virtual Block Devices and Python-cinder clients.  

 

7. Networking (Neutron) is the main focus in this master thesis. Neutron provides network 

as a service between device interfaces managed by other OpenStack services. Neutron 

relies on Keystone for authentication and authorization for all API requests. When 

creating a new instance, nova-compute communicates with the Neutron API to plug each 

virtual network interface card (NIC) on the instance into a particular Neutron network 

through the use of Open vSwitch [18]. Open vSwitch is an open software switch with the 

purpose to switch within a hypervisor, and as a control component for physical switching 

devices.  

 

With the OpenStack Networking service it is possible for tenants to create multiple L3 

networks with control over IP addresses and monitoring basic network status. Table 2 

shows the network resources of Neutron.  

 

Table 2: Neutron’s network resources. 

RESORCE DESCRIPTION 

Network An isolated layer 2 segment that can be compared with the VLAN in the physical 

networking world. 

Subnet IPv4 and IPv6 address in a block with associated configurations files. 

 

Port 

The connection between a single device and a virtual network, e.g. a NIC of a 

virtual server to a virtual machine. It´s also responsible for from the 

configuration files know which MAC and IP addresses to use on the specific 

port.  
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Whit this solution each tenant can have multiple networks and it allows tenants to choose 

their own IP address block. Because of the flexibility and open source code, developers 

can continuously extend the network API. 

 

At first the network plugins only supported the basic requirements, such as Linux VLAN 

and IP tables. Today the library of plugins is much larger. Some of the networking plugins 

still only support basic VLAN and IP tables, while others might use more advanced 

technologies, such as Cisco’s plugin implementation that provides the following 

capabilities[19]:  

 

 A reference implementation from a Neutron Plugin Framework. 

 Supports multiple switches in the network. 

 Supports multiple models of switches concurrently. 

 Supports use of multiple L2 technologies.  

 Supports the Cisco Nexus family of switches. 

 

2.2.3 RabbitMQ 
    The OpenStack Foundation has chosen to use a technology called Advanced Message Queue 

Protocol (AMQP), and the services Nova, Neutron and Cinder communicate internally using this 

protocol. AMQP is an open technical standard designed to allow development of applications 

which are tailored to work as a middleware in brokering of messages between different processes, 

applications, or unrelated systems that need to talk to each other and pass on messages. The 

services in OpenStack communicate with each other using REST-calls. The services are loosely 

tightened to each other by RabbitMQ that is open source message broker software that 

implements AMQP. RabbitMQ works as a bridge between the services in OpenStack, and the 

services think they communicate directly with each other. Figure 7 shows the communication 

using RabbitMQ[20].  

For this thesis project, RabbitMQ will be used for communication between Nova and Neutron. 

Understanding RabbitMQ is important to fulfill the thesis objectives. Between components 

within services the communication is based on Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). There are two 

types of RPC messages: rpc.cast and rpc.call. The rpc.cast does not wait for a result to be returned 

while rpc.call waits for a result. When an instance has been created and shared in a OpenStack 

cloud, the different services or components connects to RabbitMQ and acts either as an Invoker 

(such as API or scheduler) or a Worker (such as Nova or Neutron). Invoker and Worker does not 

exist in OpenStack, it is a way of clarifying the message procedure. An Invoker is the module 

that sends the rpc.call or rpc.cast to the queuing system. A Worker is the module that picks the 

message from the queue and replies according to the operation.  
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Figure 7: OpenStack architecture, with RabbitMQ. 

 

Figure 8 illustrates how an rpc.call is processed in OpenStack and figure 9 illustrates how an 

rpc.cast is processed.  

The Topic Publisher is responsible for an rpc.call or rpc.cast operation. When a component in 

Nova, Neutron or Cinder wants to send an rpc.call message it creates two queues in the 

initialization phase. One queue is responsible for accepting messages with routing keys NODE-

TYPE.NODE-ID, this could be compute.hostname, and the other queue accepts messages with 

routing keys as generic NODE-TYPE and this could for example be compute. Every Topic 

Publisher is connected to an internal router called Topic Exchange in a RabbitMQ node. The 

Exchange is a routing table that exists in the context of a virtual host, and its type topic determines 

the routing policy. When the rpc operation has been delivered to the RabbitMQ the connection 

is eliminated.  
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When an rpc.call message is used a Direct Consumer is instantiated to wait for the response 

message. Topic Consumer fetches the message that is dictated by the routing key and it’s passed 

to the Worker, where the operation is executed. The Topic Consumer connects to the same topic-

based exchange either via a shared queue or via a unique exclusive queue. Every Worker is 

connected to two Topic Consumers. One that is addressed only during rpc.cast operations and is 

connected to a shared queue whose exchange key is topic. The other Topic Consumer is 

addressed only during RPC.call, and it’s connected to a unique queue whose exchange key is 

topic.host. In this case, according to Figure 8, the exchange key is topic.host, because of the 

rpc.call.  When the component has processed the message it sends it back to the RabbitMQ node. 

The Direct Consumer is connected to a unique direct/based exchange via a unique exclusive 

Figure 8: rpc.call processed in OpenStack [22]. 

Figure 9: rpc.cast processed in OpenStack [22]. 
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queue. Now the component that sent the rpc.call receives a response and can handle the 

information.  

The difference in the RabbitMQ node with an rpc.cast is that the message will be placed in the 

queuing system with the key value “topic”. The Topic Customer will fetch the message from the 

queue and execute the information.  

2.2.4 Request Flow in OpenStack 
    The main idea with OpenStack is to provide VMs. This section will go through the request 

flow to create a VM in an OpenStack based cloud. Figure 10 shows the communication between 

services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The request flow for creating a VM has the following steps[21]: 

1. Dashboard gets the credentials from the user and does a REST-call to keystone for 

authentication. 

2.  Keystone receives the credentials and authenticates them by creating a back auth-token 

that will be used for sending requests to other services using REST calls. 

3. Dashboard then uses REST API request and sends it to nova-api.  

4. Nova-api gets the request and sends it to keystone for security reasons, to verify the auth-

token. 

5. Keystone receives the request and verifies it by updating the auth-header with roles and 

permission.  

Figure 10: Messages exchange for creating a virtual machine. 
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6. Nova-api interacts with the nova-database. 

7. Nova-database prepares database entries for new virtual machines.  

8. Nova-api sends an RPC-call to nova-scheduler expecting to get an updated entry to create 

the virtual machine with host ID specified.  

9. Nova-scheduler picks requests from the queue.  

10. Nova-scheduler communicates with the nova-database and uses filters and weights to find 

the most appropriate database. 

11. Returns the updated instance entry with appropriate host ID after filtering and weight. 

12. Nova-scheduler sends the RPC-cast request to nova-compute for Nova-boot on 

appropriate host.  

13.  Nova-compute picks the request from the queue. 

14. Nova-compute sends the request to nova-conductor to fetch the instance information such 

as host ID and flavour (Ram, CPU, Disk). 

15. Nova-conductor picks the request from the queue. 

16. Nova-conductor interacts with nova-database. 

17. Returns the instance information.  

18. Nova-compute picks the instance information from the queue.  

19. Nova-compute does the REST call by passing auth-token to glance-api to get the Image 

URI by Image ID from glance and upload image from image store.  

20. Glance-api wants for security reasons verify the auth-token; it sends it to keystone for 

verification. 

21. Nova-compute gets the image metadata if the verification was okay. 

22. Nova-compute now does a REST call to neutron-server by sending the auth-token to 

configure the network such that the virtual machine receives an IP address. 

23. Neutron-server also has to verify the auth-token and sends it to keystone. 

24. Nova-compute gets the network information. 

25. Nova-compute sends a REST call by sending auth-token to cinder-api, to attach volume 

to the virtual machine.  

26. Cinder-api sends the auth-token to keystone for verification.  

27. Nova-compute gets the storage information. 

28. Nova-compute generates data for hypervisor driver and executes the request on the 

hypervisor.  

 

2.2.4 Other cloud platforms 

2.2.4.1 Amazon     
Amazon, mostly known for its large online retail platform, launched Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) to allow other enterprises deploy their own scalable distributed IT infrastructure. Since 

AWS was launched in 2006 Amazon are now standing as the largest public cloud computing 

provider[22]. The easiness of acquiring compute power, storage and other services on demand 

has been core in their success. Amazon are promoting their service as flexible in such that it 

supports computing architecture customer are already familiar with. It is cost-effective as the 

customers only pay for what they use. It is also scalable and elastic, reducing and increasing 

resources on demand.  

 

AWS offers a wide range of services in storage, computing power, networking and databases. 

The most well-known are S3, storage in the cloud, and EC2, virtual servers in the cloud.  
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2.2.4.2 Apache CloudStack 
Apache CloudStack is an open source cloud computing platform for deploying public and private 

clouds. It delivers the platform in simple install software allowing for quick deployment of a 

multi-tenant cloud environment. It also supports a wide range of hypervisor including the most 

commonly used XenServer, Kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) and VMware. Similar to AWS 

and OpenStack, CloudStack offers a user-friendly graphical web interface to manage and create 

instances. Alongside the user interface the platform allows for API requests through HTTP 

(RESTful) calls. The API is also compatible with AWS EC2 and S3 allowing for a hybrid 

environment.  

2.2.4.3 Eucalyptus 
Eucalyptus is open source software for deploying private and public clouds, mostly to be AWS-

compatible.  

 

It is scalable due to a distributed infrastructure that is made out of six components grouped into 

three layers. Eucalyptus architecture is illustrated in Figure 11, and exists of three layers. The 

first layer consists of the Cloud controller and the storage service Walrus. The cloud controller 

offers a web interface and is the management tool as well as performing resource scheduling. 

Communication with AWS components occurs here as well. Walrus manages storage for all 

virtual machines in a cloud. 

 

The second layer consists of Cluster controller, Storage controller and VMware Broker. The 

Cluster controller acts as an intermediate communicator between a cluster and the other 

controllers. It handles execution of virtual machines. The storage controller manages storage 

within a cluster. Furthermore, the VMware broker transforms Eucalyptus images to VMware 

disks, allowing an AWS-compatible interface for VMware environments. The last layer holds 

the Node Controller that in turn hosts the virtual machines. It acts as a networking manager as 

well. 
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2.3 Social, ethical, economic and environmental 

aspects with Cloud Computing  
    Cloud computing offers anywhere access and almost unlimited computing storage and power. 

Everything comes with a price and this section will investigate the ethical, economic and 

environmental aspects. The developers in cloud computing are alert on developing the best 

algorithms for scheduling, performance and so on. For social and ethical, economic and 

environmental aspects there is no algorithm.   

The paper[23] analyze three developments that are relevant to an ethical analysis are stated 

below: 

 “The shifting of control from technology users to the third parties servicing the cloud due 

to outsourcing and off shoring of ICT functionality to the cloud” 

 “The storage of data in multiple physical locations across many servers around the world 

possibly owned and administrated by many different organizations.” 

 “The interconnection of multiple services across the cloud. At different layers 

functionality of different providers in connected to provide a specific service to an end-

user” 

 

Figure 11: Architecture of Eucalyptus [24]. 
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Before cloud existed the users had all control over their services, and they know where things 

were stored. With cloud, the user laces control over their things. If the user uses Gmail, all the 

functionality that comes with this service is cloud based. The control moves from the user to the 

cloud provider. The loss of direct control over the services can be problematic when a trouble 

occurs with the service, to know who is responsible for repairing the problem.  These blurry 

boundaries between the service provider and client is not the only problem, the boundaries 

between different service providers are also problematic. Who is responsible for the cloud 

services is important information. The information they are responsible for can be very private 

information, e.g. ID, bank account number, phone numbers and so on.  A service that delivers to 

a client can depend on other services as well; this can cause a problem called The problem of 

many hands.  The cloud is build up by a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), which involves a 

large amount of services and can make it difficult to know who’s responsible for the service if 

some problem occurs.  

Another problem with using services that stores data on cloud is the ownership of the data. 

Question we can ask ourselves is “Who owns the data (mail, pictures, etc.) on the cloud?” The 

ownership of data in a cloud is covered by three areas of the law; copyright, confidentiality and 

contracts[24]. The problem is that these areas of the law are not the same in all the countries. The 

owner of the data is decided depending on where the data is created and what type of information 

it is.   

One good social aspect with cloud computing is how it facilitates collaboration between people 

using services as e.g. Dropbox or Google drive. Services that make it possible for people in 

different locations to work together.   

Datacenters are big consumers of energy, and the topic has received much attention. In June 2013 

the data centers stands for 1-2% of global electricity use[25]. Green energy is a big topic today 

and has received much attention in both the public media and in the research community. Energy 

is something that’s necessary for data centers and the importance is to understand how to reduce 

the energy consumption without compromising on performance. One solution to reduce power 

is to place VMs in such a way that the load is balanced across all physical hosts. A master thesis, 

Performance Management for Cloud Services: Implementation and Evaluation of Schedulers for 

OpenStack[26], by Hans Lindgren, evaluates different strategies that can be used when placing 

VMs to achieve an energy efficient load balance. Two strategies that can be used are round robin 

and greedy. Those are explained in detail in section 4.1. These two approaches make no use of 

state information for placing VMs. The physical machines that are no use can be put to rest. This 

way the energy use will be reduced. The energy costs are rising and are today a major part of 

why it is important to reduce power consumption. A typical data center with 1000 physical 

machines, consumes 10MW total power, which results in extreme costs[27].  The European 

Union reported that the CO2 emission volume has to decrease with 15-20% before 2020 to keep 

the global temperature increase below 2 degrees[13]. Greenpeace says in their report[28]  that 

cloud computing may aggravate the problem of carbon emissions and global warming. They say 

that the problem is that the focus is on reducing the electricity costs of the datacenters and not 

the carbon emissions.  

 To increase the energy draw in the datacenters, the objective is to place VMs on as few hosts as 

possible without compromising their resource demands. Best fit that is presented in [26] 

considers two kinds of resources: CPU and memory. This algorithm calculates the cost of placing 

a VM in a physical machine. A VM, m, is to be scheduled. Let the Ucpu(n,m) and Umem(n,m) be the 

normalized CPU and memory utilization of host n when m is placed on it. Then the cost C (n,m) to 

place m on host n is calculated as the maximum remaining capacity of the two.  
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𝐶(𝑛,𝑚) =1−min (𝑈𝑐𝑝𝑢(𝑛,𝑚),,𝑈𝑚𝑒𝑚(𝑛,𝑚)) 

There are other ways to place VMs into physical machines that are described in section 4.1. 

Those approaches take state information into account. 

The OpenStack foundation has a Code of Conduct. According to [29] the Code of Conduct saying 

the following: 

“The OpenStack Foundation (the “Foundation”) is committed to being a good corporate citizen. 

The Foundation’s policy is to conduct its business affairs honestly and in an ethical manner. This 

Code of Conduct (“Code”) provides a general statement of the expectations of the Foundation 

regarding the ethical standards that each director, officer and employee of the Foundation 

should adhere to while acting on behalf of the Foundation. It does not cover every issue that may 

arise, but it sets out basic principles to guide all employees, officers and directors of the 

Foundation. All of our employees, officers and directors must conduct themselves accordingly 

and seek to avoid even the appearance of improper behavior. This Code applies to all officers, 

full and part time employees, members of the Technical Committee, contract workers, directors 

and anyone who conducts business with the Foundation. Conduct in violation of this policy is 

unacceptable in the workplace and in any work-related setting outside the workplace. Any 

employee or contract worker who violates this Code will be subject to disciplinary action, up to 

and including termination of his/her employment or engagement. 

This Code should be interpreted in light of the purpose of the Foundation, and composition of its 

membership. This Code should not be read to restrict any individual covered by this Code from 

performing his or her fiduciary duties to a Member of the Foundation. ” 

If the law is in conflict with the Code of Conduct it is important that the user then follows the 

law and if a customer and the Code of Conduct is in conflict then the Code of Conduct has to be 

followed.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Scheduling in Nova and Neutron 
    In this chapter we describe in detail the current schedulers in Nova and Neutron. Schedulers 

are core in this thesis, how they operate and their functionalities are important to understand.    

 

3.1 Nova Scheduler 
    The OpenStack Compute scheduler’s, known as the nova-scheduler, purpose in OpenStack is 

to take incoming instance requests and place them on suitable hosts. A host in the context of 

filters is a physical node that has a nova-compute service running on it. The instance request 

contains information about the VM that is going to be created. The compute node processes the 

information in the request and creates a new VM. To determine where to place the VM, a list of 

hosts passes through a chain of filters and weights. The filters sorts out the hosts that are not 

appropriate and the weights prioritize the hosts that fits the scheduling requirements the best.  It 

is the python class Filter Scheduler that creates a list with the unfiltered hosts. From the Nova 

configuration file, the Filter Scheduler can read the filter chain that has been stated by the user. 

The filter chain filters the hosts based on filter properties and then uses weights to create a list of 

the most appropriate host. Figure 12 shows the filter and weight process, and the resulting hosts 

that are listed as appropriate candidates.  

 

Pool of Hosts Filter 
chain

Weighting
Pool of Filtered 

Hosts

Hosts chosen 
after filtering 

and sorted after 
weighting

Figure 12: Nova Scheduler procedure. 
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 Figure 13 illustrates part of the Nova configuration file with the default scheduler options. To 

use filters, the scheduler_available_filters and scheduler_default_filters have to be specified. 

The scheduler_available_filters defines filter classes made available to the scheduler. 

 

# Filter classes available to the scheduler which may be 
# specified more than once. An entry of 
# “nova.scheduler.filters.standard.filters” maps to all 
# filters included with nova. (multi valued) 
#schedulers_available_filters=nova.scheduler.filters.all_filters 
# Which filter class names to use for filtering hosts when not 
# specified in the request. (list value) 
#scheduler_default_filters=RetryFilter.AvailabilityZoneFilter.RamFilter.ComputeFilter.Compute
CapabilitiesFilter.ImagePro 

 

 

The scheduler_default_filters defines the available filters that the scheduler uses by default.  If 

the hosts pass through the filters and no hosts gets returned that means no host is appropriate to 

schedule an instance on. There are some standard filters classes to use, Appendix A.5 explains 

them briefly[30].  

 There are approximate 24 available filters for the Icehouse release. If the developer doesn’t find 

an appropriate filter class to use it’s possible to create your own filter. The new filter has to inherit 

from the BaseHostFilter class and implement one method host_passes, and this method should 

return “True” if a host passes the filter. The filter should take host_state as a parameter that 

describes the host and filter_properties as a dictionary. Figure 14 shows how the Nova 

configuration file could look like with the following scheduler-related settings if we call our own 

filter MyFilter. 

 

--scheduler_driver=nova.scheduler.FilterScheduler 

--scheduler_available_filters=nova.scheduler.filters.standard_filters 

--scheduler_available_filters=myfilter.MyFilter 

--scheduler_default_filters=RamFilter.ComputeFilter.MyFilter 

 

 

When the hosts have been filtered through the filter chain, the Filter Scheduler uses weights to 

select the most suitable host among the group of hosts (see the remaining hosts after weighing, 

figure 15). 

   

Figure 13: Nova configuration file. 

Figure 14: Nova configuration sample. 
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Figure 15: The hosts that remain after filtering. 

 

For the multiplier to be applied easily the weights are normalized beforehand. The final weight 

for the object will be: 

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 =  𝑤1𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟
∗  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑤1) + 𝑤2𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟

∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑤2) + ⋯ 

From the Nova configuration file the Filter Scheduler weighs hosts based on the configuration 

options. In the configuration file, you can find the following sentence: 

scheduler_weight_classes = nova.scheduler.weights.all_weighers that will select the following 

weighers:  

 

 

Table 3: Weight methods. 

WEIGHTS DESCRIPTION 

RamWeigher Hosts are weighted and sorted with the largest weight winning. If the multiplier is 

negative, the host with less RAM available will win (useful for stacking hosts, 

instead of spreading). 

MetricsWeigher This weigher can compute the weight based on the compute node host's various 

metrics. The to-be weighed metrics and their weighing ratio are specified in the 

configuration file as the followings: metrics_weight_setting = name1=1.0, name2=-

1.0 
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3.2 Neutron Scheduler 
    There is currently no scheduler in Neutron in the native build of OpenStack; however the Cisco 

team has developed a basal scheduler to be used for networking in Neutron. The scheduling 

function in Neutron is dissimilar the scheduler in Nova. Nova is build up by independent 

components whereof the scheduler is one of them. The scheduler in Neutron is not a separate 

component but rather embedded in the core of Neutron. Neutron doesn’t use filters or weights to 

perform scheduling; instead it uses abstract slots that will be described in detail in this section.  

The logical resources that Neutron is responsible for are networks, ports and subnets that are 

often referred to as core resources. To perform operations and understand the core resources, 

Neutron uses plugins. Plugins process incoming requests to Neutron. Three examples of service 

plugins could be Routing-aaS service plugin, VPN-aaS service plugin, and Firewall-aaS plugin. 

The service plugins transforms the logical resources into virtual devices or software. The purple 

component, Neutron API server, in figure 16 is responsible for routing the request to the right 

plugin and that plugin will then perform realization or de-realization.  

 

Figure 16: Plugin architecture. 

 

To be able to define a firewall or VPN service, it’s necessary to first have a virtual device. The 

services are bounded to a Neutron Router. The Neutron user first has to create a virtual Neutron 

Router that does not get scheduled. The scheduling part takes place when the user after creating 

the Neutron Router wants to create a service on or use the Neutron Router. If the Neutron Router 

already has been scheduled, there is no rescheduling at the moment. When an REST API 

operation is to be performed on a logical resource, the Neutron database (DB) is involved. The 

Neutron DB contains the information about the existing logical resources. A logical resource has 

to be mapped to the device that will implement it.  

Every logical resource are realized or implemented in a hosting device, the device that holds the 

logical resources. The framework architecture uses two different templates; Logical-resource-

type-template and hosting-device-template.   
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Logical-resource-type-template contains information about different resource types. Every 

logical resource type has its own template. In the example with the logical resource Neutron 

Router has a router_type attribute, in this case its router.  By specifying the router_type when 

creating a logical router the user can decide what type it wants to create, for example <”basic-router”, 

“bandwidth<50Mbps”>. The related template will then be used to get information about this type.  

Hosting-device-template describes the hosting device. The hosting-device-template creates 

information tables in the Neutron database. There are two tables, HostingDeviceTemplates and 

HostingDevices. The first table, stores information common to all hosting devices and the second 

table stores information that is specific for a hosting device (appendix A.2.1).  

There is a special binding between the logical-resource-type-template and hosting-device-

template. Logical resources defined by the logical-resource-type-template are hosted in a hosting 

device, and the hosting device is generated from the hosting-device-template generated by the 

binding.  Also the hosting-device-template that the router type is associated with describes how 

a particular resource is realized in a hosting device. Figure 17 shows the components and 

concepts of the framework architecture.  

 

 

The Cfg-Agent in the architecture is responsible for applying configurations in a device on behalf 

of the service plugins. The separate component Cfg-Agent also monitors the health of the devices 

and updates the Hosting Device Manager with the information through RPC callback.  

Figure 17 shows that the scheduling part takes place in the service plugin Routing-aaS. When a 

logical router has been created a service has to be added for the router to get scheduled. Every 

physical and virtual application is capable of handling multiple services; this means that it can 

implement more than one Neutron service type. Logical resources of different types can consume 

different amount of resources in a hosting device. This means a hosting device can only handle 

a selected number of logical resource combinations. To know how many logical resources the 

Figure 17: Neutron architecture. 
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hosting device can handle, the framework uses abstract slots (see figure 18), slots_capacity and 

slot_availability.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hosting Device Manager is responsible for managing the lifetime of a hosting device. The 

Hosting Device Manager holds information about the amount resources left and the health status 

in a specific hosting device. Each hosting device can be responsible for multiple Neutron service 

plugins to host different logical resources. It is the Hosting Device Managers purpose is to have 

information about the different hosting devices and their respectively slot_availability.  

When a hosting device sets up, the associated hosting-device-template has the information about 

the processing capacity, slot_capacity. slot_capacity is an integer that gives the amount of 

resources a hosting device can handle. It is the developer of the device to decide the slot_capacity 

integer, and the value is stored in the Hosting device template.  

Each logical resource type defined by the logical-resource-type-template has an abstract number 

of slot_need.  The slot_need is defined in the binding between the two templates, called 

RouterTypeHostingDeviceTemplateBinding. The RouterTypeHostingDeviceTemplateBinding 

defines the binding between a Neutron router type and its hosting-device-template. If the user is 

a non-admin, only id, name and description are visible. The scheduler can easily with 

slot_available and slot_need determine if a hosting device can be responsible for a logical 

resource of a certain type. When a hosting device has been selected, the slot_availability value 

has to decrease with the slot_need.  If a logical resource is removed from the hosting device the 

slot_availability value have to increase with the value slot_need.   

There is a binding class called HostedHostingPortBinding with the responsibility of binding a 

logical resource router to a virtual machine created by Nova. It binds the logical resource port to 

its hosting port.  

If the scheduler fails to find a hosting device to host a logical resource, for example a router, the 

router will be placed in a backlog queue. The backlog queue periodically communicates with 

Routing plugin to see if there is any hosting device available. The Routing plugin also send a 

message to the Hosting Device Manager, to inform that it has a resource in the backlog queue. 

Figure 18: Resource allocation in Neutron. 
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The Hosting Device Manager contacts Nova to create more hosting devices that matches the 

requirements.  When there is an available hosting device for the resource in the backlog queue, 

the resource gets scheduled. The size of the desired number of slots is calculated from: 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡_𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑦_𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 

The Hosting Device Manager tries to maintain a pool of a sufficient number of slots available 

for each hosting device type.  The reason for this is to maintaining a suitably large number of 

idle service VMs of each hosting device type.  Each time a service VM boots it takes 5 to 10 

minutes. The pool of available slots makes it possible to hide such delays from the users of the 

Neutron service.  

This scheduling framework is designed to support the whole Neutron architecture, where core 

plugins and service plugins can work simultaneously. The framework also supports that different 

logical resources may be implemented in the same hosting device.  

 

3.3 Gantt 
    Gantt is an OpenStack related scheduler-as-a-service project[31]. Gantt is not an official 

project it is more a view of mined.   

The Nova scheduler does not receive information from other services today. This makes it 

difficult to make important decisions based on other components requirements. The Gantt 

projects purpose is to build a cross-service scheduler that can interact with storage and network 

services to make policy decisions.  

Customers can require complex policies and business rules that control the decision about 

resource placements to satisfy the complex requirements. The customer might require all storage 

to reside locally where compute is, or they could expect to minimize the network bandwidth use.  

Currently the scheduling function supports independent resource placement decisions among the 

individual components such as Nova, Cinder and Neutron. The Cinder scheduler determines the 

volume of the hosts. The Nova and Cinder components have independent scheduling functions, 

and because of that it is a good possibility for the two selected hosts for the VM and Volume to 

reside in different racks. This will create unnecessary consumption of traffic bandwidth, and it’s 

a non-optimal resource placement. The existing filter and weight functions supported by 

FilterScheduler can handle simple constrains in both Nova and Cinder scenarios. The problem 

with the solution is when it gets more complex, when the scheduling function requires input from 

all the OpenStack components, such as compute, storage and network.   

The proposed architecture for Gantt can be seen in figure 19. The Customer APIs is an important 

function in this new architecture. This should give the possibility for customer to push business 

rules, policies that have an important effect in the scheduling. The Global State Repository 

purpose is to give the Resource Decision Engine real-time updates of all applicable resources 

from the OpenStack components. The decision making engine needs to have computed matrices 

available, and the matrices should easily be accessible via APIs in the Global State Repository. 

The Resource Decisions Engine gets information about the resources from the Global State 

Repository. The main purpose with this component is to prevent limitations and make resource 

placement decisions.  When a resource has to be placed, the engine makes up a decision based 

on a set of constraints that have to be satisfied.  If there are multiple appropriate solutions, the 

one that optimizes the cost matric will be chosen. The scheduler in Nova has simple filters that 
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filter hosts based on available ram for example. If we have to create filters for complex 

constraints in the existing scheduler it would be very complex. 

 

Figure 19: Gantt Overview. 

 

 

To be able to handle the complex requirements from tenants the project group for Gantt stated 

that the following solutions are needed [32]: 

 A smart placement decision making engine that can communicate with all the OpenStack 

components.  

 Tenants can have complex business rules and policies that control the data center 

resources. It is important that the resource placement satisfy the tenant’s complex 

requirements.  

 All OpenStack components have to be able to communicate with the decision making 

engine to get information about decisions and their results.  

 A component called Global State Repository for near-real-time updated of all logical 

resources. The decision engine can get the latest states while solving the restrictions to 

make smart resource placement decisions. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Scheduling algorithms in Cloud 

Computing 
    OpenStack is not the only open source platform for creating clouds and the filter scheduler is 

not the only resource scheduler. OpenStack is a quite new open source platform and there have 

been quite many before OpenStack was launched.   

 

4.1 Related work 
    Filter scheduling is not the only scheduling algorithm that can be used in open-source cloud 

systems. The purpose with having a scheduler is to allocate VMs in a flexible way to permit the 

maximum usage of physical resources. The resource scheduler is the core process for IaaS clouds. 

This section will go through other scheduling algorithms. 

 

4.1.1 Greedy and Round Robin 
    Greedy and Round Robin algorithm is used by Eucalyptus (described in section 2.2.4). Greedy 

is one of the first algorithms used to relocate VMs in cloud systems. The algorithm is simple and 

straightforward. When an instance request arrives to the Greedy algorithm it uses the first 

available physical machine to allocate the VM there. The simple Greedy algorithm overloads one 

host at the time, before it begins to allocate VMs to the next physical machine. An example could 

be that we have five physical machines in our data center. The first physical machines usage is 

50% and the other physical machines have no usage. The Greedy algorithm will then place the 

incoming VM in the first physical machine that’s already loaded. This will increase the usage 

load in the physical machine, while the other physical machines will remain unloaded.  

The Round Robin algorithm is more focused on distributing the load equally between the existing 

physical machines. Instead of taking the first physical machine available as the Greedy algorithm, 

the Round Robin allocates VMs to physical machine in a circle. If we have five physical 

machines in a data center and three VMs have to be allocated. The Round Robin algorithm will 

place the three VMs in separate physical machines. Next time the scheduler is allocating VMs it 

continues to the next physical machine after a VM is assigned to that node. Figure 20 illustrates 

how the scheduling works for both Greedy and Round Robin.  

In Eucalyptus where the Greedy and Round Robin algorithm are used together[33], the scheduler 

uses Greedy’s function for finding the first available physical machine and Round Robins 

function for scheduling functions. Greedy’s responsibility is to handle and query all the physical 
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machines in the system. Greedy will the find a suitable physical machine every time a new 

instance request comes. Round Robins mission is to always know the latest node a VM was 

allocated to. The advantage with the Greedy and Round Robin algorithm is the simplicity and it 

provides utilization between the resources in order to get balance between the nodes [34].The 

drawback is that VMs that may communicate a lot can be placed far away from each other, the 

round-trip time can be large. And it is not possible to place VMs that have similar functionalities 

together, which is possible with using filters. If the developer chooses to use Greedy alone a 

major drawback would be the low utilization of resources. And if Round Robin algorithm is used 

alone, it requires a lot of power to keep all the nodes running for a long time. If all the resources 

are placed in one node, the other nodes can be put to sleep to decrease the power consumption.  

This algorithm can only consider the CPU speed, memory capacity and hard drive capacity when 

scheduling an instance. The filter scheduler can consider those preferences and a lot more, the 

client can also make its own filters and schedule nodes from that. That makes the filter scheduler 

more flexible for new functions in the future.  

 

4.1.2 Generic Algorithm (GA)  
    Generic algorithm has the special function to foresee the future. The algorithms approach is to 

calculate beforehand the impact scheduling of an instance has to each node in the system. The 

algorithm then picks the node to launch the instance on the one that has the least effect on the 

system. The Generic algorithm is inspired by the evolution theory by Darwin. The Generic 

algorithm is dynamic, and used in real life. The algorithms goal is to find exact or approximate 

solutions to optimization problems. Because of the evolution from Darwin’s theory, the GA is 

based on natural evolution and genetics. The evolution strategy in this algorithm is the survival 

of the fittest. This combined with a structured, randomized information exchange. The goal with 

the algorithm is to automatically generate sequences of data that have the possibility to solve a 

well-defined problem. In the generic algorithm world, a node is named individual and a pool of 

nodes is named population. The quality of an individual in the population is determined by the 

fitness-function. The value calculated by the fitness function indicates how good an individual 

compared to the rest of the individuals in the population.  

Figure 20: illustrates how Greedy and Round Robin schedules VMs. 
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The Generic algorithms have three process steps: initialization, evaluation, selection, crossover 

and mutation (see figure 21). 

  

 

During initialization the spanning tree is created, see figure 22. The reason of using the spanning 

tree mapping is because of the one-to-many mapping relationship between physical machines 

and VMs[35] .There can be different mapping solutions, and every mapping solution is marked 

as one tree. 

Figure 21: Generic algorithm process. 
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Figure 22: The spanning tree that’s created during initialization. 

 

The physical machines and their containing VMs construct the spanning tree. The Root node of 

the spanning tree is a predefined management source node. The third layer in the tree shows the 

virtual machines in each physical machine. The mapping relationship between a VM and a 

physical machine is defined by a probability value. The document [36] explains the mapping 

relationship between a VM and physical machine the following way: 

 

1. The selection probability, p, is the ration of a single VM load to the load sum of all the 

VMs. Selection probability is calculated for every VM according to the VM load in the 

VM set.  

2. The based on the probability p all of the VMs are allocated to the smallest-loads node in 

the physical machine set to produce the leaf node of the initial spanning tree. In this way, 

the possibility of those VM with more heat being selected is raised and those VM with 

low heat can also be selected.  

 

Now the spanning tree is created and the generic algorithm procedure enters the second phase, 

evaluation. In the real world, the number of children the individual can produce gives a fitness 

value for an individual. And in the cloud-computing world the fitness function is used to evaluate 

the quality of each individual in the populations. In other words, the fitness function will evaluate 

the performance of all the VMs in each physical machine. The performance objects can differ 

between how the customer wants the scheduling to be performed, it could for example be to 

minimize the performance based on time and monetary costs[37]. In this case there will be two 

fitness functions, cost-fitness and time-fitness to evaluate the performance.  Bigger fitness value 

is equal to better performance, and vice versa. The fitness value is the core process in the 

algorithm, it decides if an individual is capable of multiplying or to extinct. A fitness function 

can have the following appearance [38]: 
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𝑓(𝑆, 𝑇) =
1

𝐴 + 𝐵 × 𝑓ℎ
 

 

𝑓ℎ =  𝜙(𝜎𝑖(𝑆, 𝑇)  −  𝜎0), 𝜙(𝑋) =  {
1, 𝑋 ≤ 0
𝑟, 𝑋 > 0

 

 

The third phase in this process is the selection strategy. In this phase there is a selection of the 

individual, and those how a good fitness value have are selected to the next generation. There are 

other selection strategies that can be used, but in this case we select individuals according to the 

fitness value. Other selection strategies to select the best individual are, roulette wheel, 

Boltzmann strategy, tournament selection, rank based selection and so on[38]. Using the 

selections strategy based on the fitness value, the individuals that are passed to the next 

generation will be calculated and assigned the selection probability based on the fitness ration as 

shown below. 

 

𝑝𝑖 =  
𝑓𝑖(𝑆, 𝑇)

∑ 𝑓𝑖(𝑆, 𝑇)𝐷
𝑖=1

 

 

Where 𝑓𝑖(𝑆, 𝑇) is the fitness value for an individual and D is the scale of the entire population.  

The fourth phase in the generic algorithm process is the crossover operation.  This operation 

combines the best individuals in from the selection strategy. To know which to individual to 

cross, we can use rotation selection strategy. The individuals with the highest fitness value are 

assigned a high priority value [37]. When performing the crossover operation it is important to 

ensure that the children take the same gene from the parent and also ensure the legitimacy of the 

tree leaf nodes. The two individual that are going to be combined, creates a new individual tree. 

The new individual tree will first keep the leaf nodes that are the same for both the trees. The 

leaves that have different parents are places according to their selection probability, and they are 

places out to the parent node that are least loaded. This is done until all nodes are places in the 

spanning tree.  

The last phase in the generic algorithm process is the mutation operation. This operation is 

necessary to achieve large variation, to preserve the diversity of population and keep away from 

prematurity.  

The generic algorithm process goes from having a large population of different individuals, 

illustrated as spanning trees. Before the crossover operation, each individual gets prioritized 

according to the fitness value. Then the process proceeds to combine the individual with highest 

priority, and the result will be a combination of these two.  By using the Generic algorithm the 

best scheduling solution can be found.  

The generic algorithm is very different compared to having a filter scheduler, which makes them 

quite difficult to compare. The good thing with the Generic algorithm is that it’s dynamic, and 

can recalculate the VM placement continuously. If the system contains a lot of physical hosts 

and VMs, there can be a lot of different individuals that have to go through the process, and that 
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takes time. Every time it creates a new VM the process have to start over, and with filter scheduler 

the VM gets scheduled according to the current state.  

 

4.1.3 Priority Based Scheduling 
    Priority based scheduling is an algorithm that prioritizes the nodes in the cluster.  Each system 

has a priority-scheduling node that is responsible for having a list containing the nodes, a priority 

value and resources available respectively.  The algorithm is dynamic, which means that the 

priority values continuously updates when new instances have been allocated to a node. The 

priority value for each node is based on the load factor and capacity of the node. When an instance 

request arrives to the priority-scheduling node it checks all the nodes for the amount of resources 

they have available, and assigns the priority value. The priority-scheduler node also checks that 

the load factor is under a known threshold. The threshold is set by the developer or customer to 

prevent a node to be overloaded. The threshold could for example be set to 70%. When the 

priority-scheduling node finds the appropriate node is assigned the highest priority, it allocates 

the virtual machine to that node. After the allocation the priority list gets updates, and the priority 

values might change for each node. The priority-scheduling node always keeps trace of the node 

with the second highest priority and is ready to forward messages to that node. If the load factor 

becomes more than 70% for the node with the highest priority, then it starts allocating VMs to 

the node with the second highest priority. This happens until that node’s load factor becomes 

greater than 70%. The advantage with this algorithm is the speed of scheduling a VM to a node. 

Nodes that are note used are put to sleep to save power. When an instant request arrives, the 

priority-scheduler node first checks if there are any idle nodes in the system.  

The positive function with this algorithm is that is prevents nodes to be overloaded and it saves 

power if it finds nodes with zero load factor. With filters it’s possible to overload nodes and in 

the filter scheduler there is no function that puts nodes to sleep.  

 

4.2 Our alternative solutions for cross-service 

scheduling 
    Throughout the first phase of the thesis many different solutions we looked into too. The 

current Nova scheduler was looked into and was used as inspiration to possible implementations 

for the Neutron scheduler, and to find possible ways for interaction between the Nova and 

Neutron. Below are listed a number of solutions as alternative solutions for cross-service 

scheduling with pros and cons. These solutions were at the end not chosen; see 6.3 Evaluation 

for more details. The alternative solutions are briefly described since they are in a conceptual 

stage. 

 

4.2.1 Json filtering     
    JsonFilter is among the filters in the Nova scheduler. It allows the user to construct custom 

filter properties in Json format. It implement a range of operators including =, <, >, not, or and 

and. By default the filter supports a number of variables; “$free_ram_mb”, “$free_disk_mb”, 

“$total_usable_ram_mb”, “vcpus_total” and “vcpus_used”. This could be called upon using the 
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command-line or API-calls specified as hint queries. For instance the following code will return 

a filtered list of hosts with at least 1024 MB of free RAM, as seen below. 

 

nova boot --image 827d564a-e636-4fc4-a376-d36f7ebe1747 --flavor 1 --hint query='[">=","$free_ram_mb",1024]' 

server1 

 

The idea is to implement an additional JsonFilter with extended number of variables, in this case 

networking related variables. An example could be [“$belong_to_network”, network1]. This 

should return a list of hosts belonging to network1, or rather capable of connecting to network1. 

Parameters such as “network1” will be passed on in the call to the Nova scheduler by the Neutron 

scheduler.  

The advantages is that this solution is rather simple to implement, easy to understand and allows 

for some loose coupling between the services. The services still communicates through the 

RabbitMQ and if one service goes down it won’t affect the work of the other services.  

On the other hand, the simplicity of the implementation narrows down the user cases it can 

handle. It is suitable for a one-way filter-to-filter call for user cases known in advance, such as 

Neutron requesting Nova to create a new VM with networking specifications. Furthermore, it 

requires Nova to understand networking information, hence having access to database tables 

holding the corresponding data. At the moment this is not how OpenStack is implemented, it is 

Neutron itself that has access to the networking data.  Nova could be modified to have access to 

all database tables; however this causes too much overhead and heavy data transactions, and the 

OpenStack architecture will lose it purpose. OpenStack is built up by different services with 

responsibilities. Furthermore it causes too much reliance on the Nova scheduler. All independent 

services should only be responsible for its database.  Finally, the solution is specifically for 

Neutron-Nova communication and does not involve other services, which could be useful. 

Implementing Json filter in Neutron requires information of the hosting devices. Without 

network information it is not possible to perform scheduling. Json is dependent on networking 

properties to filter proper hosting devices. If the user doesn’t have correct information about the 

hosting devices, scheduling cannot be performed.  

A major advantage with Json is that it is used frequently in Nova scheduling. This shows that 

Json filter is trusted and support for API-calls are already implemented. This could give an 

advantage when implementing Json functionalities in Neutron. On the other hand, there is a 

limitation of Json operations. The goal with this project is to create a generic scheduler that can 

be developed further. That means that the scheduling properties also are limited. The big problem 

will be when a user wants to schedule a VM based on Json operations that does not exist. If the 

scheduler in Neutron is based on Json it has to be used together with other scheduling algorithms. 

In Nova, Jason is one filter among many others. This gives a more flexible and generic solution 

for the user, and that is what we want in Neutron too.  
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4.2.2 Ring scheduling 
    A better solution would be to not rely heavily on a single service, neither to force a service to 

understand non-related data. This would require that each service do the appropriate database 

lookups no matter what service requires it. Thus, each service should be able to communicate 

with every other service in the scheduling phase, see figure 23. This solution contains scheduling 

for all services, which makes it appropriate for future work. 

One solution could be to implement a filter scheduler in every service and virtually arrange the 

schedulers in a circular chain. A request would pass each and every scheduler from destination 

to source, i.e. from Neutron to Nova and passing for instance Swift, Glance and Cinder. On the 

way each service would serve the request if appropriate.  

There are two possible ways to implement this. One implementation would be to have a hard 

coded chain with every service in the chain. Each request would pass every service in the same 

fashion as any other request. To realize this each scheduler would have a scheduler controller 

that interprets the requests and either passes it to the scheduler for filtering o puts it back in the 

queue. Finally the destination would have an inter-service filtered list of hosts (or other 

information) to work with. Source and destination would be specified in the request. If 

destination is reached before a complete circle the request would need to travel the circle twice. 

For every request there is a hop counter to keep track of its position in the circle.  

 

If destination_reached 

 check no_hops => no_of_services 

 Handle_request (request) 

 else 

  next_service(request) 

 

The drawback with having a hard coded chain is if a mentioned service is down or doesn’t want 

to be used by the user. This gives low flexibility and reliability. A service that’s down can create 

an infinite loop through the circle as a consequence. An infinite loop can overload the system 

and create unnecessary repeated schedules. The hop tracker keeps track of the position but if a 

component is down the position of the request is will be unknown. On the other hand, the Ring 

scheduler takes all the services into account and by hard coding the request path the user is certain 

that the scheduling will take part in services that are running. If OpenStack is to be developed 

further and more services are added to the architecture, this solution could be used in the test-

phase to evaluate the communication between services. By hard coding different request paths 

ensures that different services can communicate with each other.  

The other possible solution would be to allow the source to specify a chain, only having needed 

services handle the request to minimize overhead. It would also allow specifying the chain order 

that would most likely result in a faster scheduling scheme.  On the other hand it would require 
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every service to be aware of every other service, rather than just push it to the chain queue with 

only destination as necessary information. For every service to be aware of every other service 

causes too much overhead and heavy data transactions. This will not be efficient.  

 

 

Another solution could be that incoming requests always starts on Nova. Each running service 

in the OpenStack architecture will send a “heartbeat” to Nova, within a defined interval. Nova 

contains a table with names of all the services and a counter for each heartbeat from each service. 

When a service is down the heartbeats will expire. Nova will then know that a service is down 

and not add the service in the path chain. If a service is down it could also appears as an error 

message in the CLI-terminal and give an opportunity for the user to continue without the service 

or exit. The heartbeats could be impulses, like a ping message sent to Nova. The message will 

not contribute to heavy transactions. When the message passes through the services according to 

the path chain, each service will remove its name from the chain; this to be certain that the request 

arrives to the right service. Nova will be the destination of this message, so when the message 

returns to Nova the only name left in the path chain is its own. Before sending the request to the 

first service in the chain, Nova takes a copy of the path chain for safety reasons.  

 

4.2.3 Centralized scheduling controller 
    This scheduling scheme was inspired from routers and the use of IP-tables. Each scheduler is 

a ‘host’ and the ‘router’ is in this case a centralized scheduling controller (CSC), a unit, which 

holds a mapping of the location and services supported by each scheduler (see figure 24). A 

request is sent to the CSC that handles all communication between the schedulers. No scheduler 

is aware of any other scheduler.  Upon a request the CSC traverses through the request and 

matches parts to corresponding scheduler. This also allows for requests within a request, such 

Figure 23: Ring scheduling. 
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that another service needs information from another service to be able to complete the scheduling 

of the first request.  

The biggest disadvantage with CSC is the single point of failure. All the responsibilities of 

communication lay on the CSC. If the CSC goes down the request will not be delivered to the 

services and scheduling cannot be performed. An advantage with the solution is moving control 

from the services to one separate component. This will make the services less complex and the 

only communication needed is with the CSC. This also allows for independent development of 

the services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Centralized scheduling controller. 
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Chapter 5  

 

Design and implementation of inter-

service scheduler in OpenStack 
 

    The primarily goals are to implement a scheduler in Neutron with inter-service scheduling 

capabilities. For this thesis project we developed an independent scheduler in Neutron that allows 

for inter-service scheduling with the scheduler in Nova. This implementation could be further 

extended to other services with little modification. This chapter gives an overview and 

description of the design and implementation of the Neutron scheduler and inter-service 

scheduling communication. 

 

5.1 Inter-service scheduler design 
    We have decided to implement a similar scheduler in Neutron as found in Nova, a filter 

scheduler. The Nova filter scheduler is described in section 3.1. The Neutron filter scheduler is 

standalone, hence scheduling could be done in Neutron itself independent of Nova or other 

services. However, it is also extended with an RPC implementation allowing for scheduling 

requests from outside Neutron. This is used for the inter-service scheduling.  

An example is seen in figure 25. The Nova scheduler receives a request, i.e. to create a VM. The 

Nova scheduler also receives a list of host candidates. As earlier described the scheduler passes 

or disposes hosts through different filters in a filter chain. For inter-service scheduling a ref-filter 

is included in the chain. The ref-filter contains information to what other scheduler to use as well 

as parameters needed by the other scheduler. In our case it would be the Neutron filter scheduler. 

The filtered list of candidates is then sent to Neutron where they are filtered based on the request 

properties. Neutron returns a list of hosts filtered by it.  Upon receiving the return Nova will 

continue its scheduling process and create a VM. Throughout this process neither schedulers are 

aware of each other nor is the inter-service communication done inside the independent filters. 

Filters can be added and removed without changing or affecting the schedulers themselves. This 

allows for great flexibility and scalability as both scheduler are decoupled and so are the filters. 
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Figure 25: Cross-service communication. 

 

5.2 Implementation 
    This section will give a detailed description of the implementation of the Neutron filter 

scheduler as well as the ref-filter extension in both Neutron and Nova. 

 

5.2.1 Neutron filter scheduler 
    The Neutron filter scheduler follows a similar implementation to the one found in Nova. The 

scheduling occurs in the class FilterScheduler and called upon in the function 

scheduler_instance. The function receives an arbitrary number of parameters that could be 

needed by the different filters however it requires the following parameters: 

 

def schedule_instance(self, context, instance, hosts, chain_name, weight_functions, 

no_weighing, **kwargs): 

 

 

Table 4: Parameter description. 

instance The instance that is to be scheduled could be a VM, a router or the like. 

hosts The list of host candidates 

chain_name The filter chain that is to be used. This could be set by external schedulers 

or by CLI-commands upon booting an instance. 
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weight_functions The scheduler allows for different weighing functions. By default the 

hosts are weighted by the RAM weigher. 

no_weighing This parameter is set to True if no weighing is to be performed. This is 

desired when an external scheduler triggers the scheduling. 

 

To create, delete or update filter chains CLI-commands should be used, however that is left out 

as future work in this thesis. At the moment filter-chains are hard-code inside the 

scheduler_instance function. Depending on the passed chain name a corresponding filter/filters 

is set. 

if filter_chain is None: 

                if chain_name == 'all_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'AllHostsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'no_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'NoHostsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'neighbor_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'NeighborsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'max_hop_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'MaxHopFilter' 

                else: 

                    raise exceptions.NoFilterChainFound() 

 

                self.filter_db_handler.create_filter_chain(context, chain_name, 

[filter_name_class]) 

 

 

The filter chain is fetched from memory; if it does not exist there it is fetched from the database. 

Having loaded the filter chain that is at this point only a list of string, the function 

_choose_host_filters is called to remove bad filter names and load filter classes. In 

choose_host_filters a dictionary is constructed with all available filers and a list is constructed 

and returned with all existing filter classes in the filter chain. 

 

def _choose_host_filters(self, filter_cls_names): 

 

        if not isinstance(filter_cls_names, (list, tuple)): 

            filter_cls_names = [filter_cls_names] 

        cls_map = dict((cls.__name__, cls) for cls in self.filter_classes) 

        good_filters = [] 

        for filter_name in filter_cls_names: 

            if filter_name not in cls_map: 

                continue 

            good_filters.append(cls_map[filter_name]) 

 

        return good_filters 
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The scheduling itself is executed in the function _schedule. At first filtering is done by calling 

get_filtered_hosts that itself calls get_filtered_objects. get_filtered_objects is implemented in the 

class BaseFilterHandler. For each filter in the filter chain the function filter_all is called, hence 

filter all hosts in the host candidate list. In the function filter_all the function filter_one is called 

that in return filters the hosts one by one. The function filter_one is inherited and overridden in 

the class BaseHostFilter where it calls the function host_passes, which is required by each filter 

to inherit and implement. The filtering itself occurs in the host_passes function of each filter. An 

example can be seen below for the filters “Allow all” and “Block all”.  

 

 

class AllHostsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def host_passes(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return True 

 

class NoHostsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def host_passes(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return False 

 

As the filtering is completed the hosts are to be weighted if the parameter no_weighing is set to 

false. The function get_weighed_hosts calls the function get_weighed_objects that normalizes 

and weighs each host. By default RAM weighing is used. The host with the most amount of free 

RAM is chosen. 

 

5.2.2 Ref-filter extension 

5.2.2.1 Neutron 
    RPC-calls and RabbitMQ is used for inter-service scheduling. In Neutron a new queue called 

‘topic.filter_scheduler’ and a consumer is created in the Cisco router plugin.   

 

self.nova_topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        self.connection = rpc.create_connection(new=True) 

        self.callbacks = CiscoRouterPluginRpcCallbacks() 

        self.dispatcher = self.callbacks.create_rpc_dispatcher() 

        self.connection.create_consumer(self.nova_topic, self.dispatcher, 

                                  fanout=False) 

        self.connection.consume_in_thread() 

 

 

 

The callback class FilterSchedulerCallback is added to the plugin in order to handle incoming 

requests from the filter queue. The class implements the function neutron_filter_scheduler that 

in turn calls the schedule_instance function described in section 5.2.1.  
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class FilterSchedulerCallback(object): 

 

    def neutron_filter_scheduler(self, context, **kwargs): 

 

        instance = kwargs.pop('instance') 

        hosts = kwargs.pop('hosts') 

        chain_name = kwargs.pop('chain_name') 

        weight_functions = kwargs.pop('weight_functions') 

        ns = FilterScheduler() 

 

        filtered_hosts = ns.schedule_instance(context, instance, hosts, chain_name, 

weight_functions, True, **kwargs) 

 

        return filtered_hosts 

 

5.2.2.2 Nova 
    Now that the queue is created and consumer waits for incoming requests, Nova needs to 

subscribe to the same queue. This happens in the class NeutronScheduler in Nova. The class sets 

up a connection to the queue and implements the function neutron_scheduler. Each Nova ref-

filter calls this function in order to trigger an RPC-call to Neutron. This RPC-call includes the 

required parameters such as chain name and a pointer to the callback function in Neutron, 

neutron_filter_scheduler. 

In order to send the list of host candidates each host in the list needs to be converted to a 

dictionary since the host object HostState is immutable. Each host is converted back to HostState 

objects upon return.  

 

  def neutron_scheduler(self, hosts, chain_name, weights, instance, **kwargs): 

        """Make a remote process call to use Neutron's filter scheduler.""" 

        client = self.client.prepare() 

        context = instance.pop('context') 

        new_hosts = copy.deepcopy(hosts) 

 

        for i in new_hosts: 

            i.__dict__.pop('updated') 

            i.__dict__.pop('service') 

            self.host_dict.append(i.__dict__) 

 

        return client.call(context, 'neutron_filter_scheduler', 

                           instance=jsonutils.to_primitive(instance), 

                           hosts=jsonutils.to_primitive(self.host_dict), 

                           chain_name=chain_name, 

                           weight_functions=weights, 

                           **kwargs) 

 

A ref-filter is required to override the function filter_all instead of host_passes. That is since 

host_passes functions are called in the other service, in this case in Neutron. The ref-filter’s 
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filter_all function will return a list of hosts filtered in Neutron. A snippet of a ref-filter can be 

seen below. 

 

class NeutronAllFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def filter_all(self, filter_obj_list, filter_properties): 

 

        chain_name = 'all_filter' 

        weights = None 

        instance = filter_properties 

        topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        ns = NeutronScheduler(topic) 

        hosts = ns.neutron_scheduler(filter_obj_list, chain_name, weights, instance) 

 

        if hosts == 'No valid host': 

            raise exception.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        neutron_filtered_hosts = [] 

 

        for h in hosts: 

            neutron_filtered_hosts.append(to_object(h)) 

 

        return neutron_filtered_hosts 

 

 

 

5.3 Topology Synthesizer  
    One goal was to implement a topology builder as part of the solution to be used with 

OpenStack. However, due to time constraints we decided to use an already implemented topology 

builder called Topology Synthesizer. A builder created as a summer job project under our 

supervisors. Topology Synthesizer uses Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) to gather 

information about nodes in a computer network. The information that is collected is presented in 

a graphical map. 

 

5.3.1 Neighbor filter 
    The Topology Synthesizer is used to filter out hosts that are neighbors to a physical host 

hosting a certain VM. This is good example of where two services are needed in one scheduling 

session. Information about VMs and hosts is found in Nova whereas the topology and list of 

neighbors is found in Neutron. The external Topology Synthesizer connects to MySQL and 

writes to the neutron database, neighbors table. Each host adds an entry for each and every 

neighbor. Nova finds out the physical host of a VM and passes the information in the RPC-call. 

Neutron uses this information to fetch all neighbors from the table and filters out all hosts in the 

host candidate list that are not neighbors. A list of host candidate neighbors is returned to Nova.  
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class NeighborsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter, base_db.CommonDbMixin): 

 

    def get_neighbors(self, context, physical_host): 

        query = self._model_query(context, Neighbor) 

        neighbors = query.filter(Neighbor.physical_host == physical_host).all() 

 

        return neighbors 

 

    def filter_all(self, context, host_list, resource, **kwargs): 

        neighbor_physical_host = kwargs.get('neighbor_physical_host') 

 

        physical_neighbors = self.get_neighbors(context, neighbor_physical_host) 

 

        neighbors = [] 

        for neighbor in physical_neighbors: 

            for host in host_list: 

                if host['host'] == neighbor.neighbor: 

                    neighbors.append(host) 

 

        return neighbors 

 

 

5.3.2 Max hop filter 
     The information from the Topology Synthesizer is also used in a max hop filter. Nova passes 

information to Neutron of the max number of hops and the source VM, hence the max amount 

of hops a VM can be created from another VM in the topology.  The Neutron filter constructs a 

neighbor dictionary from the neighbors table in the database in the format of [source: neigh1, 

neigh2, neighb3]. Upon constructing the dictionary the filter calculates the number of hops from 

the source to all other hosts and returns a list of the hosts within the max number of hops. The 

list is matched up against the list of host candidates and only viable hosts are returned to Nova. 

This is yet another example of scheduling using information from two different services. The 

code is found in the filter class MaxHopFilter in Neutron and NeutronMaxHopFilter in Nova. 

An example is illustrated in figure 26.  
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Max hop: 3  

Source: VM1 

 

 

Figure 26: Illustrates how the Max Hop Filter. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Discussion, Result and Future Work 
    This chapter summarizes the thesis by comparing the thesis objectives with what we achieved. 

The project and implementation processes were are also described in this chapter. We have 

developed a prototype for cross-service scheduling between Nova and Neutron that can be further 

developed; this is described in section Future Work.  

 

6.1 Implementation aspect 
    Throughout the implementation process many changes were done and implementation 

decisions were taken. Among those was the decision to hard code some parts, especially 

regarding filter chains. The optimal implementation for filter chains is to use CLI commands to 

add, remove and update the database. However, due to time constraints this feature was pushed 

forward and having a functional scheduler was of a higher priority. The hard coded part decreased 

both implementation and execution efficiency.  

Another implementation decision that was in discussion was the use of RabbitMQ and how to 

create queues in Nova. Creating a new queue in Neutron was less complicated and creating a 

new queue could be done directly in the Cisco router plugin. This is because the code for 

managing queues is open for use in Neutron. On the other hand Nova encapsulates the queue 

implementation into service implementations, hence for each service there is a queue and for 

each queue there is a service. This proved to complicate the matter significantly. Creating a new 

service for interservice scheduling is not optimal and could cause problems for other components 

in Nova. The first solution that was implemented was the usage of an already existing queue, the 

nova-scheduler queue. However, RabbitMQ serves consumers in a round robin fashion. The 

queue would have two consumers, which resulted in that the correct consumer served every other 

request from the interservice scheduling. Every other request got dropped. One-to-many requests 

are not possible within a single queue. The second solution that was implemented was the use of 

an external RabbitMQ library, Piku. Using Piku a new queue could be created inside Nova 

passing the native queue implementation. Even though the solution worked it is not optimal to 

add additional dependencies. Finally we managed to directly use the kombu library and bypass 

Nova encapsulation structure.  

Using the kombu library directly proved to be a working solution but needed polishing. At the 

moment each request creates a new queue. However, only one queue exists at a time, the previous 

is overridden by the new queue. Yet, it is not efficient to recreate the queue for each request. 

Having all filters inherit the same queue could solve this. 

Scheduling variables in Nova are initially implemented to be used only within Nova. Host objects 

showed to be immutable and could not be converted into rpc-messages. Many different solutions 

were looked into. One of which was to clone hosts in Neutron, perform operations on them and 

return the list of passed hosts. From the list host objects would be picked out in Nova. Later on 
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we would the solution to be overcomplicated and highly restricted. It forces Neutron to fetch 

information from Nova; however this contradicts the main goal of having loosely coupled 

schedulers. The final solution was to convert host objects to dictionaries. Upon reception the 

dictionaries were converted back to host objects. 

 

6.2 Functional verification 
    As mentioned in the beginning of this thesis and per recommendation from our supervisors, 

unitesting was planned to be used. However, since we were had no previous experience with 

unitesting and due to time constraints we did not have the chance to efficiently use unitesting. 

Therefore we decided to use a trial and error approach. The code was written in its completion, 

both in Neutron and Nova before testing. A dummy test environment was set up and debugging 

was extensively used. Horizion, the dashboard, was used to send a request to Nova of a VM 

creation. Debugging points were set at the call of the scheduler and were stepped through till an 

error occurred. In most cases the bug was fairly quickly resolved. Since Nova and Neutron are 

two different project debugging had to be set for both projects simultaneously. As soon as all the 

bugs were resolved and the rpc-call was made in Nova, the debugging in Neutron was triggered 

and the code could be stepped through in Neutron. The debugging was switched upon return to 

Nova and the steps could be followed till the creation of the VM.   

To test the queue and the interservice communication a management plugin for RabbitMQ was 

used[39]. The plugin allows for monitoring, managing and administrating queues, exchanges and 

end points.  The plugin was incredibly powerful in resolving all problems related to the queue 

that could not be caught by the debugger. It provides a graphical interface that shows the queue, 

and the end points, the consumer and producer. It was also possible to see and follow messages 

within a queue, which was very useful when resolving problem related to the messages, i.e. a 

message was delivered to the wrong consumer. 

We tested different scenarios by specifying which filter to use in the Nova configuration file. For 

each scenario was an expected outcome. The following table shows the different test scenarios 

that were repeatedly tested and the actual outcome:  

Table 5: Test scenarios. 

Filter/s Expected 

outcome 

Actual 

outcome 

Neutron-AllFilter Pass Pass 

Neutron-NoneFilter Exception, no 

hosts 

Exception, no 

hosts 

RamFilter, ComputeFilter Pass Pass 

RamFilter, Neutron-RamFilter Pass, same hosts 

returned 

Pass, same 

hosts were 

returned 

RamFilter, Neutron-Nonefilter, ComputeFilter Fail, 

ComputeFilter 

should not run. 

Failed, 

ComputeFilter 

did not run. 

Neutron-AllFilter with 9 running  VMs Fail. Host 

overload 

Fail 
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To further simplify testing exceptions was extensively used. Checks were implemented 

throughout the code and corresponding, understandable exceptions were tailored to truly 

understand what had gone wrong.  

 

6.3 Evaluation 
    Many designs were considered in the process. In the end a filter scheduler similar to the one 

found in Nova was implemented. The main reason is the highly significant flexibility and 

independence of the scheduler. An arbitrary number of filters can be added and each filter can 

be tailored to the need of a customer. The scheduler itself is independent and so is each and every 

filter. Filters can be added, removed and modified at will without affecting the overall system or 

performance. It is incredibly scalable. Furthermore, the interservice communication is now 

completely separate from the scheduler and triggered from inside the independent filters. Hence, 

the schedulers could be further developed without affecting interservice scheduling. It also puts 

very little constrains on the hosts machines and is unrestricted in many areas. Another important 

factor is the general support of filter scheduling in OpenStack. As the schedulers are similar 

interservice communication becomes much simpler and knowledge in the community is much 

easily shared. This would not have been the case with the other discussed solutions. 

The current implementation of the Neutron scheduler with abstract slots is a simple and a work 

in process scheduler. It is a temporary solution with quite little flexibility. It is not possible to 

schedule on networking properties, e.g. subnetworks. The slot scheduler only schedules with 

regarding to the available slots in the hosting device. A user might want to place logical resources 

that communicates frequently close to each other, and that is not possible with the slots scheduler. 

With the filter scheduler that is possible. If the VMs are far from each other the traffic output 

will travel over longer network paths increasing execution time and also increases cross-racket 

traffic in the data center.  

In regard to the source code some optimization improvements needs to be done. As mentioned 

in section 6.1 each time an interservice scheduling is call the queue is recreated. This decreases 

execution efficiency and is poor usage of memory. Some parts of the code related to filter chains 

is also hardcoded. Hardcoded parameters and management of the filter chains should be handled 

by CLI-commands. However, this is accounted for in the implementation and the move to CLI-

commands should be straightforward. 

Implementing a filter scheduler in Neutron and having a working cross-service communication 

between services is unique. This thesis project shows that scheduling hosting devices across two 

different services and keeping them loosely coupled is possible and can be applied to more 

services. The Neutron filter cross-service scheduler designed and implemented in this thesis may 

be officially integrated and supported in OpenStack. 
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6.4 Project Process 
 

 
Figure 27: Roadmap for the thesis process. 

 

In the beginning of the thesis we did a road map as seen in figure 27. The first step was to 

understand the given problem and familiarize with the OpenStack environment. The literature 

study had a four-week duration and consisted of understanding the area of cloud computing as 

well as grasp a deeper understanding of OpenStack. We decided from the beginning that we 

should have meeting with our supervisors every Tuesday at 10 am. The meetings in the beginning 

were more frequent since the setup of Devstack took longer than anticipated.  

 

To fulfil our thesis objectives we decided to develop a filter scheduler in Neutron, and use the 

already existing filter scheduler in Nova as inspiration. The weekly meetings with our supervisors 

at Cisco helped us understand the important functionalities to create a generic solution and keep 

Neutron and Nova loosely coupled.  

 

Most of the time during the project we worked at the Cisco Systems office located in Liljeholmen. 

Our supervisors were there most of the time, so the ability to get feedback and help was very 

good. The days they were not there we worked at home or in Kista KTH building. To always 

stay connected with each other we used Jabber. Jabber is an instant-messaging service. We used 

Dropbox for the report and documents as file backup. We tried to write the report every day as 

recommended. Both of us wrote the report and edited each other’s sections.    

To do this thesis in pair was really helpful, it was necessary to have someone to discuss with as 

OpenStack is a complex system. Our supervisors had themselves a lot of work and strict 

deadlines during the thesis process that made it not always possible to have a discussion with 

them. 

Understanding 
the problem

Litterature 
study

Solution Implementation Testing Evaluation
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6.5 Implementation Process 
    For the implementation we used PyCharm that is already used and supported by the Cisco 

development team. We thought it was a good idea to use the same tool as them; it gave us more 

possibility for help is so needed. Since both of us had no previous experience with Python we 

sent the first two weeks on introduction into Python. The understanding went well for both of us 

and we gave each other different tasks to program.  

We started out to set up the OpenStack development environment. We created a virtual 

environment running Ubuntu 12.04. Devstack was fetched from Github and fortunately it 

included an installation script that fetched and installed all dependencies and configurations.  

Github is a powerful collaboration tool for open source projects. Initially it was thought out to 

be simple however during the installation there were quite often some problems. It took a lot of 

time tracing and fixing the problems, many of which were unknown. Solving problems related 

to Devstack was the biggest problem we had. The problems are difficult to understand and they 

were very time consuming. We believe that much more could have been achieved if Devstack 

was more properly built or documented. 

The implementation started after six weeks of studying the Devstack environment and the source 

code. Before the implementation started we created our own branch, 

abdel_elin_thesis_filterScheduler2 [40]. Since OpenStack is an open source platform, the code 

contribution never stops and Github simplified the updates to our branch. We prioritized the three 

main functions that we had to develop in our thesis the following way: 

 

1. Develop the filter scheduler in Neutron. It should be possible to define filter chains and 

create filters that fit the user’s requirements best. The scheduler should filter and weight 

hosting devices based on requests from services in Neutron. If it’s an rpc message, only 

the filtering process should be performed on the hosting devices, no weighting. 

 

2. The next step is to create the ref-filters in Nova that triggers the scheduler in Neutron. 

Ref-filters could be considered to be most important for our thesis, as it’s a new and 

unique feature. However the filter scheduler in Neutron had to develop first to make ref-

filter possible. 

 

3.  To modify the topology builder that [40] created to fit our solution. For Nova to get an 

overview over the hosting devices, and use the information to schedule instances.  

 

Both of us were involved in the implementation and writing of the report. During the 

implementation we used pair programming. One of our supervisors at Cisco recommended us to 

do so. Why we chose to use pair programming is that it gave us better knowledge through 

constant discussions and teamwork, the bugs were also reduced. Our idea in the beginning was 

to split the implementation between Nova and Neutron, but during the literature study we realized 

that was not possible. They were too dependent on each other so we did research about pair 

programming and decided to use that method. During the implementation, one was “the driver” 

that handles the keyboard and types the code and the other person the “the observer”, that reviews 

each line of code that is typed. “The observer” is responsible for checking error and the overall 

https://github.com/CiscoSystems/neutron/tree/abdel/abdel_elin_thesis_filterScheduler2
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design. Pair programming went very well for us, especially when we got stuck in the sometimes 

very confusing code of OpenStack, and having a fresh point of view of the observer was very 

handy. Another good thing was that silly mistakes were quickly caught, simple syntax errors or 

repeated variables names was easily caught and fixed. The best thing with using pair 

programming was that we could combine our knowledge. The problem with pair programming 

was that it could get noisy for people around us. That’s way we worked at Kista the times we 

needed to discuss.  

The Water Fall method was used for the software development process. The reason for using this 

model is that the architectural model fit the question at issue perfect. The Water Fall model can 

be seen in figure 28. The model steps help to structure the work and understand the workflow 

from idea to a working scheduler.  

 

 

Figure 28: Waterfall method. 

 

Understanding the requirements is of course important, and to do that as early as possible in the 

process was the goal. During this phase a lot of meetings was necessary: discuss the purpose of 

the thesis issue and clarify the goals with our supervisors at Cisco.  During this phase the research 

was conducted which includes brainstorming and resulted in that software requirements were 

established, and written down in Thesis Objectives. It was important that this phase was 

successful and clear for the software development, because the second phase in the model is 

depended on that.  

The purpose with the second phase design was to brainstorm different solutions based on the 

requirements stated in phase one. The phase involved problem solving and planning the software 

solution. Most of the problem solving related to the created a scheduler happened on white board. 

Requirements: purpose, 

definitions, system owerview etc.  

Design: basic design, technical design, 
detail design

Implementation: testing, de-

bugging, etc. 

Verification

Maintenance
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Being creative on the white board resulted in fruitful discussions and creativity, and the solutions 

we ended up with are discussed in section 4.2. The result of this phase was to adapt the filter 

scheduler in Neutron and understand how we can use the filter scheduler in Nova as inspiration. 

In the end of this phase we had developed architecture for the cross-service communication. The 

architecture was divided in tasks (neutron scheduler, nova ref-filter, topology etc.) and each task 

was given a time limit, for structure and deliver in time. But estimating the time limit was more 

difficult than thought, thus, we had problems with Devstack. What we could have done better 

was to plan in a time slot as a buffer if problems occurred. We never thought in the beginning 

that Devstack would be the big problem and the positive side of the problem is that it gave us a 

lot of knowledge about Devstack. The problems we solved with help from our supervisors, 

OpenStack discussion sits and trial and error. The frustration in these problems was that it took 

time from other important things that we were not able to work with. It was not possible to test 

our code without Devstack running for example. If we were to work with a project that includes 

Devstack in the future we know the problems that can occur and can structure and plan the work 

better and share the information to others that would like to work with OpenStack.  

After discussing the resulting design with our supervisors at Cisco, the implementation of code 

started.  This phase means realizing and executing the cross-service design. During the 

implementation, pair programming was used as described above. This phase contains de-

bugging, which was done before the actual implementation, to understand the architecture of the 

code. Understand the communication between different services in OpenStack, and what’s 

necessary when implementing the filter scheduler in Neutron. This phase resulted in an 

implemented design with tested functionalities. Testing was necessary, and during the 

implementation errors could be eliminated because of that.  

When all the tests were successful, it was time for verification. The purpose with this phase is to 

put the system in use. Because we created a foundation, it is not possible to merge our solution 

to the master branch. For a contribution in OpenStack to be merge to the master branch the code 

and design have to be reviewed by someone in the OpenStack foundation, which have not been 

done. The result for this phase was for our supervisors at Cisco of verify the code and design.  

The last phase in the model is maintenance, modifying the software product after deliver. This 

phase was not possible to achieve, this is left for future work.  

The advantage with the Waterfall method for the thesis process is necessary of fulfilling one 

phase before proceeding to the next. This makes the process structured and eliminates stress. 

Always have the knowledge of the next step makes the process more efficient.  

The biggest disadvantage was to know when to move to the next phase. Discussing and designing 

the thesis issue in phase two can have duration from two weeks to one year.  To not fall into that 

trap where a phase takes too long time, we created a Gantt scheme in the beginning of the thesis 

process (Appendix). The weekly meetings with supervisors at Cisco also help understand when 

it was time for the next phase.  

This thesis was an excellent opportunity to gain knowledge on cloud computing and especially 

OpenStack, which is one of the most popular growing cloud computing platforms. It also gave 

us the chance to learn a new programming language, Python, which is very useful. 
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6.6 Social, ethical, economic and environmental 

aspects based on our solution 
    This section will present our reflections about how our cross-service scheduler could affect 

the user and society in multiple ways such as economic, environmental and ethical aspects.  

We have created a cross-service scheduler for network resources. The scheduler is generic and 

flexible in the way it’s possible for creating filters and filter chains that fits the user requirements. 

Furthermore, the filter scheduler schedules a resource depending on the filter chin and it’s 

containing filters and places it to the most appropriate physical machine.  The possibility of how 

this service affects the social, ethical, economic and environmental aspects.  

 

6.6.1 Economics and environmental aspects 
    The filter scheduler provides the possibility of placing a VM in the physical machine a user 

prefers. By choosing a filter that places VMs in one physical machine and putting the others to 

sleep will save money. Putting machines to sleep that’s not used will reduce the use of power 

and costs. Reducing energy goes hand in hand with reducing the carbon footprint. Carbone 

emission volume has decreased the last years and it’s necessary to have a resource scheduler that 

can place VMs in the best way. The filter scheduler will give the user more control over the 

placement of VMs and an opportunity of creating a “green data center”.   

 

6.6.2 Ethical aspects 
    Because we are working with storage for people’s information, the ethical aspect of where the 

data is stored is important. A company that works with sensitive information wants to know 

where the information is stored. The filter scheduler can filter based on location, which means 

it’s possible of placing VMs close to each other. The OpenStack platform has servers all over the 

world, and different countries have their own law related to ownership and storage of data. The 

problem with the area of the law is not the same in all the countries where the servers are placed. 

The filer scheduler makes it possible for companies to place data in their own country, which 

makes their customers more confident because they know which law applies for them. The filter 

scheduler that we have created offers an opportunity for companies to make ethical decisions 

were the data should be stored. 

 

6.7 Result Summary 
    The goal of this thesis was to implement a scheduler in the networking service in the cloud-

computing platform OpenStack with cross-service referencing functionality. This was done by 

conducting research into different scheduling algorithms as well as deeply understands the 
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OpenStack Nova architecture and its filter scheduler. We chose not to implement the established 

algorithms we studied. The reason for not doing so is the lack of flexibility and possibility of 

customizing the schedulers. We believe that a cloud management system has to be flexible to 

support arbitrary scheduling requirements defined by the customer. That’s possible with the 

cross-service filter scheduler. We have created a filter scheduler in Neutron as well as ref-filters 

in Nova that makes use of the filter scheduler in Neutron. Each ref-filter in Nova triggers a 

specific filter chain in Neutron. The main goal was to create a scheduler system that uses 

information from different services in one scheduling session. We have showed that this is 

possible.  

The cross-service communication is done using RPC. The RPC.call messages between the 

services through RabbitMQ were delivered and the schedulers performed right operations and 

filtered out hosts. Nova and Neutron are still loosely coupled, unaware of each other.  

The filter architecture offers great flexibility, scalability and shaping to costumers needs. Any 

kind of filter can be applied to the scheduler as long as the necessary information is available to 

the independent filter. Another significant advantage of the filter architecture is the independency 

of all the components. The scheduler itself could be developed separately from the filters and 

each filter is independent of all other filters. 

With the use of RPC and RabbitMQ decoupled inter-service scheduling could also be achieved. 

The services are never aware of each other during the process and both could be developed and 

maintained separately.  

The newly developed filter scheduler in Neutron is highly generic allow the scheduling of any 

instance type, i.e. router, VM and virtual switch. It also allows for any host candidates. The 

scheduler is mostly unrestricted as long as the used filters are aware of the instance and host 

types.  

The current implementation has some optimization flaws. At the moment a new scheduler 

instance is created for each scheduling request, which is not optimal memory usage. The 

scheduler should be further developed to be able to use an already created scheduler object for 

many requests.  

The RPC queue implementation in Nova is also up for discussion. Nova has encapsulated the 

RPC queue implementation in service implementations, hence for each service there is a queue 

and for each queue there is a service. To be able to create a new queue in Nova a new service 

would be required. However, we found that creating a new queue for the ref-filters to be 

overcomplicated and unnecessary. To override this we used the library kombu directly, passing 

Nova’s encapsulation layer structure. 

Furthermore, the lack of CLI-commands makes the current implementation less simple as the 

code needs to be hard changed for simple operations, i.e. set number of max hops. However, the 

implementation is designed to allow for easy integration of CLI-commands making this feature 

easy to add. With the use of CLI-commands the solution will be more complete and significantly 

more useful.   

 

6.8 Future Work 
    We have designed a foundation that shows that filtering hosting devices is possible through a 

cross-service scheduler. At the moment the cross-service scheduler works in one direction, Nova 
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to Neutron. This section describes how our solution can be expanded to other services and in all 

directions. There are three functionalities to needs to be implemented to truly complete our 

solution: CLI commands for filer chains, optimizing the code and expand to all services with 

duplex functionality.  

 

6.8.1 CLI Commands 
    The purpose of using CLI commands is to make the solution as flexible and simple as possible 

for the customer. CLI commands will enable creating, deleting and updating filter chains and 

control additional parameters using command prompt without touching the core code.  

Four commands that should be implemented are explained below: 

 get filter_chain: Gets information about a specified filter chain in Neutron. The filter 

chain is received from the database in Neutron and the information is printed out in the 

terminal. 

 set filter_chain: The user can use this command for adding a new filter chain. The filter 

chin is saved in the database in Neutron.  

 delete filter_chain:  This command deletes a filter chain from the database.  

 update filter_chain: If changes has to be done, this command makes that possible to 

change the filter chain in Neutron. I.e. add or remove a filter in an existing chain. 

The code is designed so that it’s possible to receive strings, which makes the implementation of 

CLI commands quite simple.  

 

6.8.2 Code Optimization 
    Making the cross-service scheduler in OpenStack work is one thing, but making the filter 

process work in the most efficient is another. By optimizing the code and make the filtering 

algorithm more efficient might improve the processing time and memory usage. All operations 

related to software are taking up resources. When creating a VM for example requires storage, 

RAM and processing power. In the beginning of our implementation the goal was not to make 

the code as efficient as possible that in turn resulted in overconsumption of resources. However 

the code was optimized as we went along, yet it’s far from enough.  

Every patch that is submitted to OpenStack gets reviewed, that helps the developer optimize the 

code. The code has to be reviewed before it can be approved and merged to the main branch.   

Our code hasn’t been reviewed by anyone in the OpenStack community besides our supervisors. 

To make the code more flexible and less resource consuming someone from the OpenStack 

community should review and propose optimization changes.  
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6.8.3 Reference-filters in all services  
    This is the most important part in future work. We have showed that the cross-service 

scheduler with ref-filters works from Nova to Neutron. The communication only works in one 

direction. To improve this solution it has to work in both directions. Neutron needs to be able to 

send RPC messages to Nova in the future. This thesis shows a new and revolutionary way of 

scheduling hosting devices that has never been done this way before. To further improve it should 

be possible to include all services in one scheduling session.  

The possibility of creating filters and filter chains that fit the users’ requirements is highly 

demandable and usable. More customized filter chains and filters will make the OpenStack 

platform more attractive for companies. The companies will have the possibility to have their 

own filter chain that fits their data center requirements the best.  
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Appendix 

A.1 Introduction 

A.1.1 Gantt 
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A.2 Neutron Scheduler 

A.2.1 HostingDeviceTemplates 
    This table contains proceedings with description about different types of Hosting devices. The 

description is either common for all Hosting devices of that type or used as default value. When 

crating a Hosting device as a Hosting device, the Hosting Device manager consults this table.  

A.2.2 HostingDevices 
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This table contains information about specific created Hosting devices.  

 

A.3 Neutron 
    This section will have the code related to Neutron. 

 

A3.1 Neutron Filter Scheduler 
'''Does not iterate over multiple instances in a request. 

Assumes that the plugins forwards a list of hosts''' 

 

from oslo.config import cfg 

from neutron.common import exceptions 

from neutron.openstack.common import log as logging 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filters 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import weights 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.db.scheduler.filter_db import FilterChainManager 
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CONF = cfg.CONF 

LOG = logging.getLogger(__name__) 

 

filter_scheduler_opts = [ 

    cfg.MultiStrOpt('scheduler_available_filters', 

                    default=['neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler.filters.all

_filters'], 

                    help='Filter classes available to the scheduler'), 

 

    cfg.ListOpt('scheduler_weight_classes', 

                default=['neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler.weights.all_wei

ghers'], 

                help='Which weight class names to use for weighing hosts') 

] 

 

CONF.register_opts(filter_scheduler_opts) 

 

#TEST 

 

class FilterScheduler(object): 

    def __init__(self): 

 

        self.filter_handler = filters.HostFilterHandler() 

        self.filter_classes = self.filter_handler.get_matching_classes( 

            CONF.scheduler_available_filters) 

 

        self.weight_handler = weights.HostWeightHandler() 

        self.weight_classes = self.weight_handler.get_matching_classes( 

            CONF.scheduler_weight_classes) 

        self.chain_dic = {} 

        self.filter_db_handler = FilterChainManager() 

 

    def schedule_instance(self, context, instance, hosts, chain_name, 

weight_functions, no_weighing, **kwargs): 

 

        #Check cache, if not, check db. 

 

        # HARD CODED FILTER CHAINS - IN THE FUTURE USE CLI COMMANDS TO CREATE, 

UPDATE, DELETE FILTER CHAINS 

 

        filter_chain = self.chain_dic.get(chain_name) 

 

        if filter_chain is None: 

            filter_chain = self.filter_db_handler.get_filter_chain(context, 

chain_name) 

            if filter_chain is None: 

                if chain_name == 'all_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'AllHostsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'no_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'NoHostsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'neighbor_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'NeighborsFilter' 

                elif chain_name == 'max_hop_filter': 

                    filter_name_class = 'MaxHopFilter' 

                else: 

                    raise exceptions.NoFilterChainFound() 

 

                self.filter_db_handler.create_filter_chain(context, chain_name, 

[filter_name_class]) 

                filter_chain = self.filter_db_handler.get_filter_chain(context, 

chain_name) 

            self.chain_dic[chain_name] = self._choose_host_filters(filter_chain) 
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            filter_chain = self.chain_dic.get(chain_name) 

            if not filter_chain: 

                raise exceptions.NoFilterChainFound() 

 

        # END OF HARD CODE 

 

        try: 

            return self._schedule(context, instance, 

                                  hosts, weight_functions, filter_chain, 

no_weighing, **kwargs) 

        except: 

            raise exceptions.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

    def _schedule(self, context, instance, hosts, 

                  weight_functions, filter_chain=None, no_weighing=False, 

**kwargs): 

 

        filtered_hosts = self.get_filtered_hosts(context, instance, hosts, 

                                                 filter_chain, **kwargs) 

        if not filtered_hosts: 

            if no_weighing: 

                return 'No valid host' 

            raise exceptions.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        if not no_weighing: 

            filtered_hosts = self.get_weighed_hosts(filtered_hosts, 

                                                weight_functions, **kwargs) 

 

        return filtered_hosts 

 

    def get_filtered_hosts(self, context, instance, hosts, filter_chain, 

**kwargs): 

        """Filter hosts and return only ones passing all filters.""" 

        return self.filter_handler.get_filtered_objects(context, instance, 

hosts, filter_chain, **kwargs) 

 

    def get_weighed_hosts(self, hosts, weight_functions, **kwargs): 

        """Weigh the hosts.""" 

 

        if weight_functions is None: 

            weight_functions = self.weight_classes 

 

        return self.weight_handler.get_weighed_objects(hosts, weight_functions, 

**kwargs) 

 

    def _choose_host_filters(self, filter_cls_names): 

        """Remove any bad filters in the filter chain""" 

 

        if not isinstance(filter_cls_names, (list, tuple)): 

            filter_cls_names = [filter_cls_names] 

        cls_map = dict((cls.__name__, cls) for cls in self.filter_classes) 

        good_filters = [] 

        for filter_name in filter_cls_names: 

            if filter_name not in cls_map: 

                continue 

            good_filters.append(cls_map[filter_name]) 

 

        return good_filters 
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A.3.2 Filter Base 
from neutron import loadables 

from neutron.openstack.common import log as logging 

 

LOG = logging.getLogger(__name__) 

 

 

class BaseFilter(object): 

    """Skeleton""" 

    def _filter_one(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return True 

 

    def filter_all(self, context, host_list, resource, **kwargs): 

 

        for host in host_list: 

            if self._filter_one(host, resource, **kwargs): 

                yield host 

 

    run_filter_once_per_request = False 

 

 

class BaseFilterHandler(loadables.BaseLoader): 

 

    def get_filtered_objects(self, context, resource, hosts, filters, 

**kwargs): 

        filtered_hosts = list(hosts) 

        for filter_cls in filters: 

            current_filter = filter_cls() 

 

            hosts = current_filter.filter_all(context, filtered_hosts, 

                                              resource, **kwargs) 

            if hosts is None: 

                return 

            filtered_hosts = list(hosts) 

            if not filtered_hosts: 

                break 

        return filtered_hosts 

 

A.3.3 Filter Initiation File 
from neutron import filters_base 

 

class BaseHostFilter(filters_base.BaseFilter): 

    """Skeleton for filters""" 

    def _filter_one(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return self.host_passes(host, resource, **kwargs) 

 

    def host_passes(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

 

        raise NotImplementedError() 

 

    def get_description(self): 

 

        raise NotImplementedError() 

 

 

class HostFilterHandler(filters_base.BaseFilterHandler): 

    def __init__(self): 

        super(HostFilterHandler, self).__init__(BaseHostFilter) 
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def all_filters(): 

 

    return HostFilterHandler().get_all_classes() 

 

A.3.4 All Host Filter 
from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler.filters import filters_base 

 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filters 

 

class AllHostsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    run_filter_once_per_request = True 

 

    def host_passes(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return True 

 

    def get_description(self): 

        "" 

A.3.5 Max Hop Filter 
from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filters 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.db.scheduler.filter_model import Neighbor 

from neutron.db import db_base_plugin_v2 as base_db 

import copy 

 

 

class MaxHopFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter, base_db.CommonDbMixin): 

 

    def get_neighbors_list(self, context): 

        neighbors = self._get_collection(context, Neighbor, 

                                         self._make_neighbor_dict) 

 

        return neighbors 

 

    def _make_neighbor_dict(self, neighbor, fields=None): 

        res = {neighbor['physical_host']: neighbor['neighbor']} 

        return self._fields(res, fields) 

 

    def constructNeighDict(self, context): 

 

        db_dicts = self.get_neighbors_list(context) 

        neighbor_dict = {} 

        for d in db_dicts: 

            for k, v in d.iteritems(): 

                l=neighbor_dict.setdefault(k,[]) 

                if v not in l: 

                    l.append(v) 

        return neighbor_dict 

 

    def getHopCount(self, dictNeigh, node1, node2): 

 

        hop_count = 0 

        listNodes = copy.deepcopy(dictNeigh[node1]) 

        listNodeParsed = copy.deepcopy(dictNeigh[node1]) 

        listNodeParsed.append(node1) 

        listPrevNodes = copy.deepcopy(dictNeigh[node1]) 

 

        for i in range(0, len(dictNeigh.keys())): 
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            if node2 in listNodes: 

                hop_count = i +1 

                return hop_count 

 

            else: 

                for node in listPrevNodes: 

                    listNodes = copy.deepcopy(list(set(listNodes) | 

set(dictNeigh[node]))) 

 

                listNodes = copy.deepcopy(list(set(listNodes) - 

set(listNodeParsed))) 

                listNodeParsed = copy.deepcopy(list(set(listNodeParsed) | 

set(listNodes))) 

                listPrevNodes = copy.deepcopy(listNodes) 

 

        return 0 

 

    def getNeighborWithinHop(self, dic, vm, count=0): 

        li = dic.keys() 

        nearby_neighbor = [] 

        for i in range(len(li)): 

            if self.getHopCount(dic, vm, (li[i])) <= count: 

                nearby_neighbor.append(li[i]) 

        return nearby_neighbor 

 

    def filter_all(self, context, host_list, resource, **kwargs): 

        neighbor_physical_host = kwargs.get('neighbor_physical_host') 

        no_hops = kwargs.get('no_hops') 

 

        neighbor_dict = self.constructNeighDict(context) 

 

        within_hop_neigh = self.getNeighborWithinHop(neighbor_dict, 

neighbor_physical_host, no_hops) 

 

        neighbors = [] 

        for whn in within_hop_neigh: 

            for host in host_list: 

                if host['host'] == whn: 

                    neighbors.append(host) 

        return neighbors 

 

 

    def get_description(self): 

        "" 

 

A.3.6 Neighbors Filter 
from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filters 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.db.scheduler.filter_model import Neighbor 

from neutron.db import db_base_plugin_v2 as base_db 

 

class NeighborsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter, base_db.CommonDbMixin): 

 

    def get_neighbors(self, context, physical_host): 

        query = self._model_query(context, Neighbor) 

        neighbors = query.filter(Neighbor.physical_host == physical_host).all() 

 

        return neighbors 

 

    def filter_all(self, context, host_list, resource, **kwargs): 
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        neighbor_physical_host = kwargs.get('neighbor_physical_host') 

 

        physical_neighbors = self.get_neighbors(context, 

neighbor_physical_host) 

 

        neighbors = [] 

        for neighbor in physical_neighbors: 

            for host in host_list: 

                if host['host'] == neighbor.neighbor: 

                    neighbors.append(host) 

 

        return neighbors 

 

    def get_description(self): 

        "" 

 

A.3.7 No Host Filter 
from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filters 

 

 

class NoHostsFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    run_filter_once_per_request = True 

 

    def host_passes(self, host, resource, **kwargs): 

        return False 

 

    def get_description(self): 

        "" 

 

A.3.8 Weights Base 
import abc 

 

import six 

 

from oslo.config import cfg 

from neutron import loadables 

 

CONF = cfg.CONF 

 

def normalize(weight_list, minval=None, maxval=None): 

 

    if not weight_list: 

        return () 

 

    if maxval is None: 

        maxval = max(weight_list) 

 

    if minval is None: 

        minval = min(weight_list) 

 

    maxval = float(maxval) 

    minval = float(minval) 

 

    if minval == maxval: 

        return [0] * len(weight_list) 

 

    range_ = maxval - minval 
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    return ((i - minval) / range_ for i in weight_list) 

 

 

class WeighedObject(object): 

 

    def __init__(self, obj, weight): 

        self.obj = obj 

        self.weight = weight 

 

    def __repr__(self): 

        return "<WeighedObject '%s': %s>" % (self.obj, self.weight) 

 

 

@six.add_metaclass(abc.ABCMeta) 

class BaseWeigher(object): 

 

    minval = None 

    maxval = None 

 

    def weight_multiplier(self): 

 

        return 1.0 

 

    @abc.abstractmethod 

    def _weigh_object(self, obj): 

        """Weigh an specific object.""" 

 

    def weigh_objects(self, weighed_obj_list): 

 

        weights = [] 

        for obj in weighed_obj_list: 

            weight = self._weigh_object(obj.obj) 

 

            # Record the min and max values if they are None. If they anything 

            # but none we assume that the weigher has set them 

            if self.minval is None: 

                self.minval = weight 

            if self.maxval is None: 

                self.maxval = weight 

 

            if weight < self.minval: 

                self.minval = weight 

            elif weight > self.maxval: 

                self.maxval = weight 

 

            weights.append(weight) 

 

        return weights 

 

 

class BaseWeightHandler(loadables.BaseLoader): 

    object_class = WeighedObject 

 

    def get_weighed_objects(self, hosts, weight_functions, **kwargs): 

        """Return a sorted (descending), normalized list of WeighedObjects.""" 

 

        if not hosts: 

            return [] 

 

        weighed_objs = [self.object_class(host, 0.0) for host in hosts] 

        for weigher_cls in weight_functions: 

            weigher = weigher_cls() 
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            weights = weigher.weigh_objects(weighed_objs) 

 

            # Normalize the weights 

            weights = normalize(weights, 

                                minval=weigher.minval, 

                                maxval=weigher.maxval) 

 

            for i, weight in enumerate(weights): 

                obj = weighed_objs[i] 

                obj.weight += weigher.weight_multiplier() * weight 

 

        return sorted(weighed_objs, key=lambda x: x.weight, reverse=True) 

 

A.3.9 Weights Initiation File 
from neutron import weights_base 

 

 

class WeighedHost(weights_base.WeighedObject): 

    def to_dict(self): 

        x = dict(weight=self.weight) 

        x['host'] = self.obj.host 

        return x 

 

    def __repr__(self): 

        return "WeighedHost [host: %s, weight: %s]" % ( 

                self.obj.host, self.weight) 

 

A.3.10 Ram Weights 
from oslo.config import cfg 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import weights 

 

ram_weight_opts = [ 

        cfg.FloatOpt('ram_weight_multiplier', 

                     default=1.0, 

                     help='Multiplier used for weighing ram.  Negative ' 

                          'numbers mean to stack vs spread.'), 

] 

 

CONF = cfg.CONF 

CONF.register_opts(ram_weight_opts) 

 

 

class RAMWeigher(weights.BaseHostWeigher): 

    minval = 0 

 

    def weight_multiplier(self): 

        return CONF.ram_weight_multiplier 

 

    def _weigh_object(self, host): 

        return host.free_ram_mb 

 

A.3.11 Filter RPC 
from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler.filter_scheduler import 

FilterScheduler 
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class FilterSchedulerCallback(object): 

 

    def neutron_filter_scheduler(self, context, **kwargs): 

 

        instance = kwargs.pop('instance') 

        hosts = kwargs.pop('hosts') 

        chain_name = kwargs.pop('chain_name') 

        weight_functions = kwargs.pop('weight_functions') 

        ns = FilterScheduler() 

 

        weighted_hosts = ns.schedule_instance(context, instance, hosts, 

chain_name, weight_functions, True, 

                                                           **kwargs) 

 

        return weighted_hosts 

 

A.3.12 Cisco Plugin 
from oslo.config import cfg 

 

from neutron.common import constants as q_const 

from neutron.common import rpc as q_rpc 

from neutron.common import topics 

from neutron.db import api as qdbapi 

from neutron.db import db_base_plugin_v2 

#from neutron.db import l3_gwmode_db 

from neutron.db import l3_rpc_base 

from neutron.db import model_base 

from neutron.openstack.common import importutils 

from neutron.openstack.common import rpc 

import neutron.plugins 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.common import cisco_constants as c_constants 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.db.l3 import l3_router_appliance_db 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.db.scheduler import ( 

    l3_routertype_aware_schedulers_db as router_sch_db) 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.extensions import routertype 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.rpc import (l3_router_cfgagent_rpc_cb as 

                                          l3_router_rpc) 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.scheduler import filter_rpc 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.rpc import l3_router_rpc_joint_agent_api 

from neutron.plugins.cisco.l3.rpc import l3_rpc_agent_api_noop 

from neutron.plugins.common import constants 

 

 

class CiscoRouterPluginRpcCallbacks(l3_rpc_base.L3RpcCallbackMixin, 

                                    l3_router_rpc.L3RouterCfgRpcCallbackMixin, 

                                    filter_rpc.FilterSchedulerCallback): 

    # Set RPC API version to 1.0 by default. 

    RPC_API_VERSION = '1.0' 

 

    def create_rpc_dispatcher(self): 

        """Get the rpc dispatcher for this manager. 

 

        If a manager would like to set an rpc API version, or support more 

than 

        one class as the target of rpc messages, override this method. 

        """ 

        return q_rpc.PluginRpcDispatcher([self]) 
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class CiscoRouterPlugin(db_base_plugin_v2.CommonDbMixin, 

                        l3_router_appliance_db.L3RouterApplianceDBMixin, 

                        #l3_gwmode_db.L3_NAT_db_mixin, 

                        router_sch_db.L3RouterTypeAwareSchedulerDbMixin): 

 

    """Implementation of Cisco L3 Router Service Plugin for Neutron. 

 

    This class implements a L3 service plugin that provides 

    router and floatingip resources and manages associated 

    request/response. 

    All DB functionality is implemented in class 

    l3_router_appliance_db.L3RouterApplianceDBMixin. 

    """ 

    supported_extension_aliases = ["router",  # "ext-gw-mode", 

                                   "extraroute", "l3_agent_scheduler", 

                                   routertype.ROUTERTYPE_ALIAS] 

 

    def __init__(self): 

        qdbapi.register_models(base=model_base.BASEV2) 

        self.setup_rpc() 

        basepath = neutron.plugins.__path__[0] 

        ext_paths = [basepath + '/cisco/extensions', 

                     basepath + '/cisco/l3/extensions'] 

        cp = cfg.CONF.api_extensions_path 

        to_add = "" 

        for ext_path in ext_paths: 

            if cp.find(ext_path) == -1: 

                to_add += ':' + ext_path 

        if to_add != "": 

            cfg.CONF.set_override('api_extensions_path', cp + to_add) 

        self.router_scheduler = importutils.import_object( 

            cfg.CONF.router_type_aware_scheduler_driver) 

        self.l3agent_scheduler = importutils.import_object( 

            cfg.CONF.router_scheduler_driver) 

        # for backlogging of non-scheduled routers 

        self._setup_backlog_handling() 

 

    def setup_rpc(self): 

        # RPC support 

        self.topic = topics.L3PLUGIN 

        self.conn = rpc.create_connection(new=True) 

        self.agent_notifiers.update( 

            {q_const.AGENT_TYPE_L3: 

             l3_router_rpc_joint_agent_api.L3JointAgentNotify, 

             c_constants.AGENT_TYPE_CFG: 

             l3_router_rpc_joint_agent_api.L3JointAgentNotify}) 

        # Disable notifications from l3 base class to l3 agents 

        self.l3_rpc_notifier = l3_rpc_agent_api_noop.L3AgentNotifyNoOp 

        self.callbacks = CiscoRouterPluginRpcCallbacks() 

        self.dispatcher = self.callbacks.create_rpc_dispatcher() 

        self.conn.create_consumer(self.topic, self.dispatcher, 

                                  fanout=False) 

        self.conn.consume_in_thread() 

 

        self.nova_topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        self.connection = rpc.create_connection(new=True) 

        self.callbacks = CiscoRouterPluginRpcCallbacks() 

        self.dispatcher = self.callbacks.create_rpc_dispatcher() 

        self.connection.create_consumer(self.nova_topic, self.dispatcher, 

                                  fanout=False) 

        self.connection.consume_in_thread() 
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    def get_plugin_type(self): 

        return constants.L3_ROUTER_NAT 

 

    def get_plugin_description(self): 

        return ("Cisco Router Service Plugin for basic L3 forwarding" 

                " between (L2) Neutron networks and access to external" 

                " networks via a NAT gateway.") 

 

A.3.13 Loadables 
import inspect 

import os 

import sys 

 

from neutron.common import exceptions 

from neutron.openstack.common import importutils 

 

 

class BaseLoader(object): 

    def __init__(self, loadable_cls_type): 

        mod = sys.modules[self.__class__.__module__] 

        apa = mod.__path__[0] 

        self.path = os.path.abspath(mod.__path__[0]) 

        self.package = mod.__package__ 

        self.loadable_cls_type = loadable_cls_type 

 

    def _is_correct_class(self, obj): 

        """Return whether an object is a class of the correct type and 

        is not prefixed with an underscore. 

        """ 

        return (inspect.isclass(obj) and 

                (not obj.__name__.startswith('_')) and 

                issubclass(obj, self.loadable_cls_type)) 

 

    def _get_classes_from_module(self, module_name): 

        """Get the classes from a module that match the type we want.""" 

        classes = [] 

        module = importutils.import_module(module_name) 

        for obj_name in dir(module): 

            # Skip objects that are meant to be private. 

            if obj_name.startswith('_'): 

                continue 

            itm = getattr(module, obj_name) 

            if self._is_correct_class(itm): 

                classes.append(itm) 

        return classes 

 

    def get_all_classes(self): 

        """Get the classes of the type we want from all modules found 

        in the directory that defines this class. 

        """ 

        classes = [] 

        for dirpath, dirnames, filenames in os.walk(self.path): 

            relpath = os.path.relpath(dirpath, self.path) 

            if relpath == '.': 

                relpkg = '' 

            else: 

                relpkg = '.%s' % '.'.join(relpath.split(os.sep)) 

            for fname in filenames: 

                root, ext = os.path.splitext(fname) 
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                if ext != '.py' or root == '__init__': 

                    continue 

                module_name = "%s%s.%s" % (self.package, relpkg, root) 

                mod_classes = self._get_classes_from_module(module_name) 

                classes.extend(mod_classes) 

        return classes 

 

    def get_matching_classes(self, loadable_class_names): 

        """Get loadable classes from a list of names.  Each name can be 

        a full module path or the full path to a method that returns 

        classes to use.  The latter behavior is useful to specify a method 

        that returns a list of classes to use in a default case. 

        """ 

        classes = [] 

        for cls_name in loadable_class_names: 

            obj = importutils.import_class(cls_name) 

            if self._is_correct_class(obj): 

                classes.append(obj) 

            elif inspect.isfunction(obj): 

                # Get list of classes from a function 

                for cls in obj(): 

                    classes.append(cls) 

            else: 

                error_str = 'Not a class of the correct type' 

                raise exceptions.ClassNotFound(class_name=cls_name, 

                                              exception=error_str) 

        return classes 

 

A.4 Nova 
This section contains the code related to Nova 

A.4.1 Neutron Scheduler Agent 
import inspect 

import os 

import sys 

 

from neutron.common import exceptions 

from neutron.openstack.common import importutils 

 

 

class BaseLoader(object): 

    def __init__(self, loadable_cls_type): 

        mod = sys.modules[self.__class__.__module__] 

        apa = mod.__path__[0] 

        self.path = os.path.abspath(mod.__path__[0]) 

        self.package = mod.__package__ 

        self.loadable_cls_type = loadable_cls_type 

 

    def _is_correct_class(self, obj): 

        """Return whether an object is a class of the correct type and 

        is not prefixed with an underscore. 

        """ 

        return (inspect.isclass(obj) and 

                (not obj.__name__.startswith('_')) and 

                issubclass(obj, self.loadable_cls_type)) 

 

    def _get_classes_from_module(self, module_name): 

        """Get the classes from a module that match the type we want.""" 
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        classes = [] 

        module = importutils.import_module(module_name) 

        for obj_name in dir(module): 

            # Skip objects that are meant to be private. 

            if obj_name.startswith('_'): 

                continue 

            itm = getattr(module, obj_name) 

            if self._is_correct_class(itm): 

                classes.append(itm) 

        return classes 

 

    def get_all_classes(self): 

        """Get the classes of the type we want from all modules found 

        in the directory that defines this class. 

        """ 

        classes = [] 

        for dirpath, dirnames, filenames in os.walk(self.path): 

            relpath = os.path.relpath(dirpath, self.path) 

            if relpath == '.': 

                relpkg = '' 

            else: 

                relpkg = '.%s' % '.'.join(relpath.split(os.sep)) 

            for fname in filenames: 

                root, ext = os.path.splitext(fname) 

                if ext != '.py' or root == '__init__': 

                    continue 

                module_name = "%s%s.%s" % (self.package, relpkg, root) 

                mod_classes = self._get_classes_from_module(module_name) 

                classes.extend(mod_classes) 

        return classes 

 

    def get_matching_classes(self, loadable_class_names): 

        """Get loadable classes from a list of names.  Each name can be 

        a full module path or the full path to a method that returns 

        classes to use.  The latter behavior is useful to specify a method 

        that returns a list of classes to use in a default case. 

        """ 

        classes = [] 

        for cls_name in loadable_class_names: 

            obj = importutils.import_class(cls_name) 

            if self._is_correct_class(obj): 

                classes.append(obj) 

            elif inspect.isfunction(obj): 

                # Get list of classes from a function 

                for cls in obj(): 

                    classes.append(cls) 

            else: 

                error_str = 'Not a class of the correct type' 

                raise exceptions.ClassNotFound(class_name=cls_name, 

                                              exception=error_str) 

        return classes 

A.4.2 Max Hop Filter 
from nova.scheduler import filters 

from nova.scheduler.neutron_scheduler_agent import NeutronScheduler 

from nova.scheduler.host_manager import HostState 

from nova import exception 

from nova.db.sqlalchemy.models import Instance 

from nova.db.sqlalchemy import api 

 

class HostS(HostState): 
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    def __init__(self, adict): 

        self.__dict__.update(adict) 

 

 

def to_object(adict): 

    return HostS(adict) 

 

 

class NeutronMaxHopFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def get_physical_host(self, context, vm): 

        query = api._build_instance_get(context) 

        hostname = query.filter_by(hostname=vm).first() 

        if not hostname: 

            raise exception.NeighborNotFound(neighbor=vm) 

        return hostname.host 

 

    def filter_all(self, filter_obj_list, filter_properties): 

 

        neighbor_vm = 'all' #SET USING CLI-COMMAND, FUTURE IMPL. Nova boot 

.... --neighbor <hostname> 

        chain_name = 'max_hop_filter' 

        weights = None 

        instance = filter_properties 

        topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        ns = NeutronScheduler(topic) 

        #physical_host = self.get_physical_host(instance.get('context'), 

neighbor_vm) 

        kwargs = { 

        'neighbor_physical_host': 'nalleCisco', 

        'no_hops': 2} 

        hosts = ns.neutron_scheduler(filter_obj_list, chain_name, weights, 

instance, **kwargs) 

 

        if hosts == 'No valid host': 

            raise exception.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        neutron_filtered_hosts = [] 

 

        for h in hosts: 

            neutron_filtered_hosts.append(to_object(h)) 

 

        return neutron_filtered_hosts 

A.4.3Neutron All Filter 
from nova.scheduler import filters 

from nova.scheduler.neutron_scheduler_agent import NeutronScheduler 

from nova.scheduler.host_manager import HostState 

from nova import exception 

 

 

class HostS(HostState): 

    def __init__(self, adict): 

        self.__dict__.update(adict) 

 

 

def to_object(adict): 

    return HostS(adict) 

 

 

class NeutronAllFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 
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    def filter_all(self, filter_obj_list, filter_properties): 

 

        chain_name = 'all_filter' 

        weights = None 

        instance = filter_properties 

        topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        ns = NeutronScheduler(topic) 

        hosts = ns.neutron_scheduler(filter_obj_list, chain_name, weights, 

instance) 

 

        if hosts == 'No valid host': 

            raise exception.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        neutron_filtered_hosts = [] 

 

        for h in hosts: 

            neutron_filtered_hosts.append(to_object(h)) 

 

        return neutron_filtered_hosts 

A.4.4 Neutron Neighbor Filter 
from nova.scheduler import filters 

from nova.scheduler.neutron_scheduler_agent import NeutronScheduler 

from nova.scheduler.host_manager import HostState 

from nova import exception 

from nova.db.sqlalchemy.models import Instance 

from nova.db.sqlalchemy import api 

 

class HostS(HostState): 

    def __init__(self, adict): 

        self.__dict__.update(adict) 

 

 

def to_object(adict): 

    return HostS(adict) 

 

 

class NeutronNeighborFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def get_physical_host(self, context, vm): 

        query = api._build_instance_get(context) 

        hostname = query.filter_by(hostname=vm).first() 

        if not hostname: 

            raise exception.NeighborNotFound(neighbor=vm) 

        return hostname.host 

 

    def filter_all(self, filter_obj_list, filter_properties): 

 

        neighbor_vm = 'all' #SET USING CLI-COMMAND, FUTURE IMPL. Nova boot 

.... --neighbor <hostname> 

        chain_name = 'neighbor_filter' 

        weights = None 

        instance = filter_properties 

        topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        ns = NeutronScheduler(topic) 

        physical_host = self.get_physical_host(instance.get('context'), 

neighbor_vm) 

        kwargs = { 

        'neighbor_physical_host': physical_host} 
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        hosts = ns.neutron_scheduler(filter_obj_list, chain_name, weights, 

instance, **kwargs) 

 

        if hosts == 'No valid host': 

            raise exception.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        neutron_filtered_hosts = [] 

 

        for h in hosts: 

            neutron_filtered_hosts.append(to_object(h)) 

 

        return neutron_filtered_hosts 

A.4.5 Neutron None Filter 
from nova.scheduler import filters 

from nova.scheduler.neutron_scheduler_agent import NeutronScheduler 

from nova.scheduler.host_manager import HostState 

from nova import exception 

 

 

class HostS(HostState): 

    def __init__(self, adict): 

        self.__dict__.update(adict) 

 

 

def to_object(adict): 

    return HostS(adict) 

 

 

class NeutronNoneFilter(filters.BaseHostFilter): 

 

    def filter_all(self, filter_obj_list, filter_properties): 

 

        chain_name = 'no_filter' 

        weights = None 

        instance = filter_properties 

        topic = 'topic.filter_scheduler' 

        ns = NeutronScheduler(topic) 

        hosts = ns.neutron_scheduler(filter_obj_list, chain_name, weights, 

instance) 

 

        if hosts == 'No valid host': 

            raise exception.NoValidHost(reason="") 

 

        neutron_filtered_hosts = [] 

 

        for h in hosts: 

            neutron_filtered_hosts.append(to_object(h)) 

 

        return neutron_filtered_hosts 
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